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Abstract

This paper studies the implications of imperfect competition in firm-to-firm trade. Exploit-

ing data on the universe of sales relationships between Belgian firms, we document that firms’

markups increase in the average input shares among their buyers. Motivated by this fact, we

develop and estimate a model where firms charge buyer-supplier-specific markups that depend

on the bilateral input shares. We find markup dispersion within firms across buyers creates sub-

stantial welfare loss: Aggregate welfare increases by around 6% when firms are banned from

charging different markups across buyers.
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1 Introduction

Firms largely operate and compete in relationships with other firms. Firms often deliver their output

to multiple firms, and they often purchase inputs from other firms. These buyer-supplier relationships

generate a network of complex interactions. One such complexity is that the set of firms that a firm

competes against when supplying to a certain buyer may be different from those when supplying to

a different buyer. Hence, the degree of market power a firm can exercise is potentially heterogeneous

across buyers. In this paper, we explore how firms compete in the context of firm-to-firm trade. We

focus on the potential dispersion of market power firms have across buyers in the firm-to-firm network

and analyze its welfare implications.

Our primary data source is the value-added tax (VAT) registry from the National Bank of Belgium.

This dataset records the universe of yearly firm-to-firm transactions among all firms in Belgium. The

most significant advantage of using this dataset is that in addition to the standard firm-level measures

of market shares—how large firms are in terms of total sales, one can observe how large firms are

in the relationships with each individual firm. To do this, we start by measuring a supplier’s share

in a buyer’s input cost for all firm pairs in buyer-supplier relationships. We contrast this measure

with firms’ market shares within sectors—the standard measure of firms’ market power. We find that

firms tend to have much larger shares in their buyers’ input purchases than the market shares they

have within their sectors. While the average sectoral market share at the two-digit sector level in

2012 is close to 0, the average firm has an 8% share in its buyers’ purchases of their same two-digit

sector inputs. Moreover, while these two measures are positively correlated with each other, we show

that large firms in terms of total sales do not always have large input shares in their buyers, and small

firms do not always have small input shares in their buyers.

These input shares that firms have within buyers are relevant statistics for firms’ market power.

We correlate firm-level markups with the two measures of firms’ market share and find that firms

charge higher average markups when they have larger input shares amongst their buyers. This posi-

tive relationship holds conditional on firms’ sectoral market shares. Firm-level average markups are

measured by either computing accounting markups or by estimating markups following de Loecker

and Warzynski (2012). These empirical findings suggest that firms compete as oligopolies to supply

inputs to each buyer. In addition to the firm-level market share within a sector, the firm’s input shares

in each buyer capture the firm’s pair-level pricing power against its buyers.

Our empirical findings have implications for the welfare costs of markups. Many studies have

documented heterogeneities in markups across firms (see, for example de Loecker and Warzynski,

2012). Standard models would predict that more productive firms obtain larger sectoral market shares

and charge higher markups, leading to misallocation in resources (Edmond et al., 2015). Our findings

suggest that there are potentially additional markup dispersions within firms that are correlated with
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firms’ input shares in their buyers. Theoretically, price discrimination across buyers has ambigu-

ous effects on welfare. When firms price discriminate to exploit differences in demand elasticities,

price discrimination may improve welfare if misalignment of wedges is offset by the increase in the

total quantity produced. If the quantity produced does not increase through price discrimination,

banning price discrimination will result in a welfare improvement. Whether or not the quantities in-

crease depends on the structures and magnitudes of the demand elasticities firms face, among others

(Robinson, 1933; Schmalensee, 1981; Varian, 1985; Stole, 2007).

We therefore quantitatively analyze these welfare implications of within-firm markup dispersion.

In doing so, we build a model of oligopolistic competition in firm-to-firm trade. With a nested

constant elasticity of substitution (CES) structure in the production function that builds on Atkeson

and Burstein (2008), firms charge different markups to each buyer based on the residual demand

elasticities they face. These demand elasticities are equilibrium constructs determined by the CES

parameters and shares that firms have in each buyer’s input cost. Our setup is in contrast to the more

conventional implementation where a firm’s sectoral market share determines its firm-level markup.

As firms compete with different sets of firms when selling to each buyer, the shares that firms have

in each buyer’s input cost vary across buyers. Therefore, the model puts emphasis on firms’ pricing

powers that are different depending on which firm they sell to.

We estimate the CES parameters in both preference and production functions by taking advantage

of the pair-level input shares we observe in the data. Given a set of CES parameters, the structure of

our model allows us to back out the level of pair-level markups and markups on final demand using

the observed input shares. The parameters are estimated so that the model implied firm-level costs—

the sum of firms’ sales with each component of sales deflated by the destination-specific markups

that are constructed from the data and parameters—provide the best fit for those in the data. The

estimated CES parameters and the observed input shares reveal that firms on average charge similar

markups on their sales to other firms and their sales to final demand, while firms with large input

shares in their buyers charge higher markups than what they charge on their sales to final demand.

With the estimated model, we study how the markups set at the pair-level alter aggregate wel-

fare compared to the economy where firms charge firm-level markups. We compute the degree of

distortions originating from firms setting different markups across buyers by asking how much the

representative household would benefit or lose if the economy transitioned to one where firms are

constrained to charge common markups across buyers. In this exercise, buyer-supplier pairs in which

the supplier charges a higher markup than its own average markup—due to its large input share—will

have lower markups, and vice versa.

The exercise reveals that the welfare of the representative household would improve by 5.6%

when each firm is constrained to set the same price for its goods sold to any buyer. Real wage also

increases by 2.5%. This increase in welfare is despite a typical firm pair seeing a slight increase in
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its associated markup. As the distribution of pair-level input share exhibits a fat tail on the right, the

increases in markups occur in a large number of links with very low input shares. The suppliers in

these links have very low shares in the buyers’ inputs, so the increases in markups contribute less in

increasing buyers’ costs. In contrast, markup reductions happen in fewer links but links with large

input shares. As a result, the majority of firms see a reduction in unit costs and increase their output

quantities.

To tease out how much of the quantitative effects above are driven by banning price discrimination

in firm-to-firm trade alone, we further conduct a similar exercise in which firms are constrained to set

common markups only on their sales to other firms. In this exercise, firms equalize only the markups

they charge to other firms and keep fixed the markups on sales to final demand, which typically

accounts for a large fraction of most firms’ sales. Compared to the previous exercise, markups of

firm pairs in which suppliers have high input shares do not go down as much because they do not

have to equalize with the lower markups on their sales to final demand. This leads to aggregate

effects with smaller but still meaningful magnitudes: Welfare and real wage improve by around 1.2

and 0.6%, respectively. This second counterfactual exercise shows that while sales to other firms

account for a small fraction of most firms’ sales (Dhyne et al., 2021), within-firm markup dispersion

in firm-to-firm relationships plays an important role generating the overall welfare cost. Reductions

of markups in a small number of firm pairs with larger input shares result in a sizable aggregate effect,

as they amplify firms’ cost reductions through the input-output linkages.

Our findings indicate that markup dispersion within firms across buyers creates a sizable welfare

cost, in addition to the across-firm markup dispersion that has been extensively studied in the litera-

ture. Empirical studies such as de Loecker and Warzynski, 2012 and de Loecker et al. (2016) have

recovered large dispersions in firm-level or firm-product-level markups. On the quantitative side,

papers such as Epifani and Gancia (2011); Behrens et al. (2018); Edmond et al. (2018); Dhingra and

Morrow (2019) have studied welfare costs of markups that vary at the firm-level. Recent papers have

also documented dispersion in prices within firm-product categories. Fontaine et al. (2020) find that

one-third of the cross-sectional dispersion of prices that French exporters charge is attributable to

price discrepancies within an exporter. In this paper, we show suggestive evidence that firms charge

different markups across buyers according to the input shares they have within these buyers. In this

sense, our evidence is consistent with those of Halpern and Koren (2007), where they find that Hun-

garian importers pay a higher price to the same product if the product’s share in intermediate goods

is higher.1 We take our empirical results to the model in which firms charge different markups across

buyers and study the welfare implications of markup dispersion within firms.

1We find a similar result using the Belgian import transaction data. Belgian importers pay a higher price to the same
imported product from the same country if the imported good accounts for a larger share in their purchases of the same
good, including their domestic purchases (Appendix A.2). For papers documenting price discrimination in other contexts,
see for example Goldberg (1996); Leslie (2004); Busse and Rysman (2005); Mortimer (2007); Hendel and Nevo (2013);
Marshall (2020).
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The theoretical literature has found ambiguous welfare effects of price discrimination.2 Several

papers have investigated the welfare effects of banning price discrimination in specific markets on the

quantitative side. Our counterfactual analysis is closely related to the analysis done by Villas-Boas

(2009), where she investigates the coffee market in Germany and finds that banning price discrimina-

tion has a positive welfare effect. Grennan (2013) looks at price discrimination and its interaction with

bargaining in buyer-supplier relationships in the medical device market. In this paper, we take the

empirical evidence suggesting that firms price discriminate according to buyer-supplier input shares

and analyze the economy-wide effects of price discrimination.

We also contribute to the literature that studies the implications of imperfect competition in prod-

uct markets with input-output linkages.3 Grassi (2018) develops a model in which firms engage in

oligopolistic competition in an economy with sectoral input-output linkages and studies the contri-

bution of firm-level shocks on the aggregate dynamics. Along with Grassi (2018), we combine CES

preference and production functions and imperfect competition in the style of Atkeson and Burstein

(2008); Edmond et al. (2015); Amiti et al. (2019) to generate variable markups charged by firms. In

their recent work, Baqaee and Farhi (2020) provide a framework for aggregating micro shocks at the

first-order or second-order approximation, which allows for distortions such as markups and input-

output linkages. Using U.S. firm-level data, they find that eliminating firm-level markups would

increase aggregate TFP by around 20%. In contrast to these papers that focus on markups at the

firm-level, we propose a more granular view on the competition between firms. In addition to the

firm-level market share within the sector being the determinant of the firm’s market power, we sug-

gest that the pair-level input shares across its buyers are also relevant metrics in capturing the firm’s

ability to charge markups.

Lastly, this paper is related to the literature on domestic production networks, which has grown

in recent years due to the wider availability of data that record domestic firm-to-firm transactions.

Topics studied with these rich datasets include the structure of production networks (Atalay et al.,

2011), how firm-to-firm linkages contribute to generating observed firm-size heterogeneity (Dhyne

et al., 2021; Bernard et al., 2021), firm agglomeration in firm-to-firm matching (Miyauchi, 2019),

how shocks transmit through production linkages (Carvalho et al., 2016; Boehm et al., 2019; Barrot

and Sauvagnat, 2016; Huneeus, 2018; Alfaro-urena et al., 2019), and the role of endogenous network

formation (Oberfield, 2018; Lim, 2018; Eaton et al., 2018; Huneeus, 2018; Taschereau-Dumouchel,

2018), among others. In this paper, we specifically focus on firms’ pricing strategies and their welfare

implications in the context of firm-to-firm relationships.

2See for example Schmalensee (1981); Varian (1985); Katz (1987); Holmes (1989); Degraba (1990); Yoshida (2000);
Armstrong and Vickers (2001); Stole (2007).

3Relatedly, there has been a growing focus on imperfect competition in firms’ input markets. Papers such as Macken-
zie (2018); Berger et al. (2019); Huneeus et al. (2020); Lu et al. (2020) focus on the role of oligopsonistic competition
among firms in their labor markets, and Morlacco (2019); Macedoni and Tyazhelnikov (2018) cast attention to firms’
market power as buyers of intermediate goods in international markets.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and documents evidence on pair-

level input shares. Section 3 outlines the model of oligopolistic competition in firm-to-firm trade.

In Section 4 we estimate the model’s parameters. Section 5 conducts the counterfactual analysis in

which we analyze the effect of firms charging common markups across buyers. Finally, we conclude

in Section 6.

2 Data and Empirical Evidence

2.1 Dataset and Sample Selection

Our primary dataset is the National Bank of Belgium (NBB) Business-to-Business (B2B) transactions

database, a panel of VAT-ID to VAT-ID transactions among the universe of Belgian enterprises during

2002–2014. As explained in detail in Dhyne et al. (2015), all enterprises in Belgium are assigned

unique VAT-IDs and are required to report their yearly sales values to other VAT-IDs if they exceed

250 Euro. We merge this dataset with the annual account filings and the international trade dataset.

In the annual account filings, we observe the primary sector of each VAT-ID (NACE Rev. 2, up to

4-digit), total sales, labor cost, ownership relations with other VAT-IDs, location (postal code), and

other variables that are standard in the annual accounts. The international trade dataset contains the

values of imports and exports at the VAT-ID-country-product (CN 8-digit)-year level.

The unit of observation in these datasets are VAT-IDs, and one firm can potentially have mul-

tiple VAT-IDs. In this paper, we focus on competition and pricing decisions that occur across firm

boundaries, which may be different in nature from those within firm boundaries. Thus, we follow

Dhyne et al. (2021) and aggregate VAT-IDs up to the firm-level using ownership filings in the annual

accounts and foreign ownership filings in the Balance of Payments survey. The Balance of Payments

survey reports for each VAT-ID, the name of foreign parent firms that own at least 10% share, along

with the associated ownership share. We group all VAT-IDs into firms if they are linked with more

than or equal to 50% of ownership or if they share the same foreign parent firm that holds more than

or equal to 50% of their shares. See Online Appendix D.1 for further details.

The sample of firms used in our analysis is selected using the following criteria. First, we select

private and non-financial sector Belgian firms that report positive sales, labor cost, and at least one

full-time equivalent employee. Following de Loecker et al. (2014), we further select firms that report

tangible assets of more than 100 Euro and positive total assets for at least one year throughout our

sample period.4 Table 1 describes the coverage of our selected sample compared to the Belgian

aggregate statistics. In Online Appendix D.2 we also report their sectoral compositions. Note that the

4For example, out of 860,000 firms, only 98,745 firms satisfy these criteria in 2012. Most of this reduction is driven
by the exclusion of self-employed firms without employees, which drops around 750,100 firms.
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total sales in our sample turn out to be larger than those in the aggregate statistics. The differences

can be explained by the fact that the output values in the aggregate statistics sum up value-added for

trade intermediaries instead of gross output.

Table 1: Coverage of selected sample

Year
Aggregate statistics Selected sample

GDP Output
Imp. Exp. Count V.A.

Sales Labor
Imp. Exp.

(Excl. Gov. & Fin.) Total Netw. cost
2002 182 458 178 194 88,301 119 604 199 112 175 185
2007 229 593 255 269 95,941 152 782 206 151 277 265
2012 248 672 310 311 98,745 164 874 225 195 292 292

Note: All numbers except for count are in billions of Euro in current prices. Belgian GDP and output are for all private
and non-financial sectors. Data for Belgian aggregate statistics are from Eurostat. Firms’ value added is from the reported
values from the annual accounts. Firms’ sales consist of their sales to firms in the selected sample (network sales), sales
to firms outside the selected sample, sales to households at home, and direct export to foreign markets.

Throughout this paper, we focus on firms in the selected sample described above and the firm-

to-firm network among those firms. We apply the following re-classifications for other transactions

in the dataset. First, we treat the sales of firms in the selected sample to firms outside the selected

sample as their sales to domestic final demand. Hence, firms’ sales to domestic final demand are

measured as firms’ total sales (in the annual accounts) less of their sales to other selected firms and

exports. On the input side, we classify input purchases by firms in the selected sample from firms

outside the selected sample as labor costs. Thus the labor cost in our analysis can be interpreted

as a composite input that combines all inputs that are from the firms outside the selected sample

and are not imported. Instead of dropping sales to and purchases from non-selected firms as done

in Dhyne et al. (2021), we apply the above re-classifications in order to measure firm-level average

markups better.5 Firm-level average markups are computed as the ratio of their sales over total inputs

and will be one of the key measures in the following sections. We report in Online Appendix D.2

the fractions of firms’ sales to domestic final demand and their labor costs that are affected by these

re-classifications.

2.2 Input Shares within Buyers and Market Shares within Sectors

With the data described above, we first construct a measure of firms’ sales shares within their buyers’

input purchases. Next, we compare them with firms’ market shares within sectors, which is the

standard measure capturing the degree of market power firms have.

Consider a firm j in sector v supplying to firm i. For all such buyer-supplier pairs in the economy,

we can measure the input share sv( j)
ji , which is defined as the supplier firm j’s sales share in the buyer

5Hence, the numbers for total sales and labor cost in Table 1 are larger than those in Table 1 of Dhyne et al. (2021).
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firm i’s purchases of the supplier’s sector goods:6

sv( j)
ji =

Sales ji

InputPurchasesv( j)i
. (1)

We plot the distribution of the pair-level input shares, sv( j)
ji , in Figure 1. Note that there is a scale

break on its vertical axis, represented by a horizontal line. In the measurement, we use sectors that

are defined at the two-digit level. The figure reveals that the pair-level distribution of these input

shares exhibits a fat tail on the right. In the median buyer-supplier pair, the supplier has a 2.8% input

share in the buyer’s same sector purchases, while the average input share is 22%. There is also a

substantial mass of buyer-supplier pairs with associated input shares of 1, representing pairs in which

the suppliers are the only firm supplying the good to the buyers in that sector.

Figure 1: Distribution of pair-level input shares
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Note: The figure displays the distribution of pair-level input shares, sv( j)
ji , in which sectors are defined at the two-digit

level. The horizontal line represents scale break on the vertical axis. The figure is based on the cross-section of firms in
2012.

We then compare this measure of firms’ sales share in the firm-to-firm network with firms’ stan-

dard sectoral market shares. To make this comparison, we aggregate the pair-level input shares, sv( j)
ji ,

for each supplier firm across buyers, using input purchases of j’s sector goods as the weight for each

buyer. This aggregated firm-level share, sv( j)
j· , captures the share firm j has across all of its buyer firms

6Throughout this paper, we use the following convention in the notation of shares, prices, and quantities: If there are
two subscripts in a term, the first subscript indicates the origin of the trade flow, and the second indicates the destination
of the trade flow. If there is a superscript in a term, it represents the level of aggregation the share or price is computed
at. The term sv( j)

ji thus represents the share of firm j’s sales to firm i, out of firm i’s total purchases of inputs that are in the
same sector as firm j (sector v).
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on average:

sv( j)
j· =

∑
i∈W j

InputPurchasesv( j)i∑
k∈W j

InputPurchasesv( j)k
sv( j)

ji

=

∑
i∈W j

Sales ji∑
i∈W j

InputPurchasesv( j)i
, (2)

where W j is the set of firm j’s buyers. We plot the distributions of firm-level sectoral market shares

and firm-level input shares within buyers, sv( j)
j· , in Figure 2. Both shares are computed using sectors

defined at the two-digit level. As both firm-level distributions are concentrated at 0, in the figure, we

take logs for both shares to make the comparison easier. Both firm-level shares have fat tails on the

right, and similar to the pair-level input shares in Figure 1, the distribution of firm-level input shares

have a mass at 1. We also find that there is a substantial difference in the levels of the two shares.

Firms generally have much larger input shares within their buyers than their market shares within

sectors. The average firm has close to 0 market share within its two-digit sector, but the average firm

has around 8% input share within its buyers’ purchases of the same two-digit sector goods. These

patterns remain the same when we compute these two shares using sectors at the four-digit level. Even

with narrowly defined sectors, the differences in the two shares remain significant: While the average

sectoral market share is still close to 0, the average firm has a 27% share in its buyers’ purchases of

the same four-digit sector goods.7

Figure 2: Sectoral market shares and input shares within buyers

(a) Sectoral market shares (two-digit)
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(b) Average input shares (sv( j)
j· , two-digit)
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Note: The left panel displays the distribution of firm-level log market shares at the two-digit sector level. The right panel
displays the distribution of firm-level log average input shares within buyers, sv( j)

j· , computed at the two-digit sector level.
Both panels are based on the cross-section of firms in 2012.

Not surprisingly, these two firm-level shares are positively correlated with each other as both

shares have components of firms’ sales on their numerators. A firm’s sectoral market share has the

7See Online Appendix D.3.
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firm’s total sales on its numerator, and the average input share has the firm’s total sales to other

firms on its numerator (equation (2)). The correlation coefficient, however, is not close to one: The

correlation between the log shares in 2012 is 22%.8 This indicates that large firms in terms of total

sales do not always have large input shares in their buyers, and small firms do not always have small

input shares in their buyers.

In Appendix A.1 we further investigate the disconnect between firms’ sectoral market shares (or

firm-size) and firm’s input shares using the variation of input shares at the firm pair level. For each

buyer firm with multiple suppliers, we rank suppliers in terms of their total sales and also in terms of

their input shares within that buyer. We show that these two rankings are oftentimes not aligned with

each other: The median correlation coefficient across all buyer firms turns out to be -0.02. Even when

we account for firms purchasing goods of different sectors by computing the correlation coefficients

for each two-digit sector that firms supply from, the median correlation coefficient increases only to

0.05. Taken together, these results show that a firm with a high input share on a particular buyer is not

necessarily large in terms of its total sales, illustrating that pairwise match components play a large

role in firm-to-firm trade in addition to firm-level components.9

2.3 Markups and Input Shares

The firm-level sectoral market shares and input shares constructed above both capture how large firms

are: The sectoral market shares capture how large firms are in their relationships with all other firms

in the sector, and the input shares capture how large firms are in their relationships with the buyer

firms they supply to. It is well documented both theoretically and empirically that firms with larger

sectoral market shares tend to charge higher markups. Here we explore whether input shares that firms

have in their buyers are relevant in explaining the patterns of firms’ markups. To do so, in an ideal

setting, one would correlate transaction prices or markups with input shares at the pair-level and see

if there is any positive relationship. Since we do not observe transaction prices at the pair-level but

only transactions values for each buyer-supplier pair, we investigate if firm-level average markups

and their average input shares, sv( j)
j· , are positively associated with each other, after controlling for

their sectoral market shares. A positive relationship would suggest that firms’ market power contain

pair-level components that come from the relationships with each individual buyer, in addition to the

firm-level components captured by their sectoral market shares.

Firm-level markups, µ j, are measured as the ratio of firms’ total sales over input costs (the sum

of input purchases and labor costs). This measure captures average markups or profit shares for each

8The correlation coefficient between the two shares without log transformation is 3.2%.
9In Online Appendix D.4 we explore the persistence of firms’ sectoral market shares and input shares over time. We

find that both firms’ sectoral market shares and input shares are highly persistent: Firms that are large within their sectors
are likely to be large in the future, and a firm that is among the top suppliers in a buyer is likely to remain to be a top
supplier for the buyer in the future.
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firm. It is consistent with the model we construct in Section 3, in which we consider a static model

without fixed costs, featuring constant returns to scale production technologies.10 However, if firms’

production technologies do not exhibit constant returns or if part of the inputs are spent as fixed costs,

then the accounting markups measure, µ j, may not capture markups over marginal costs. To address

this concern, as a robustness check in Online Appendix D.5, we also consider an alternative measure

of firm-level markups following the method of de Loecker and Warzynski (2012). This method

estimates production functions to identify markups from the wedge between the output elasticity of

a variable input and its expenditure share out of total revenue.11

Firm-level sectoral market share, SctrMktSharei, is computed as the firm’s share of total sales

among all firms in its two-digit sector. This sectoral market share captures firms’ market power in

standard models of oligopolistic competition in which firms compete with all other firms in the same

sector in the output market. This measure captures firms’ total sales, so controlling for this sectoral

market share allows us to see the correlation between firms’ average markups and their average input

shares, conditional on their overall scale of production.

With these variables, we run the following regression:

µ j,t = βSctrMktShare j,t + γ sv( j)
j·,t + ϕ X j,t + δt + ε j,t, (3)

where firm-level controls, X j,t, and year fixed effects, δt, are included. Firm-level controls include

numbers of suppliers and buyers, number of employees, and total assets. We also add sector or firm

fixed effects depending on the specification. We report in Table 2 the results where the dependent

variable is firms’ accounting markups, and in Online Appendix D.5, we report the robustness results

where the dependent variable is firms’ markups from de Loecker and Warzynski (2012). The specifi-

cations of the first two columns include sector fixed effects, and the other columns include firm fixed

effects.

Unsurprisingly, in all specifications, we see a positive relationship between markups and firm-

level sectoral market shares regardless of the inclusion of firms’ average input shares. The result in

the last column, for example, indicates that within each firm, an increase of one standard deviation in

the firm’s sectoral market share is associated with an increase of around 2.6 percentage points in the

firm’s average markup. More interestingly, even after controlling for these sectoral market shares, the

10We exclude the user cost of capital in the calculation of markups in our baseline case. This is because the firm-to-firm
trade data may capture purchases of capital goods. Since it is impossible to identify which transactions were capital input
purchases, adding a measure of the user cost of capital may lead to double-counting of capital inputs. Nevertheless, in
Online Appendix D.5, we account for capital usage costs by adding them as additional input costs.

11We assume material inputs are the variable inputs in the markup estimation procedure. As the data do not record the
physical output of Belgian firms, we rely on revenue data in estimating firm-level markups. This may lead to potential
mismeasurement in the output elasticity, hence in markups. However, De Ridder et al. (2021) show that the markups that
are based on revenue data for firms under oligopolistic competition are estimated well in terms of dispersion, while they
may be biased in levels.
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coefficients on the firms’ average input shares to buyers are positive. The last column indicates that

within each firm, one standard deviation increase in the average input shares to buyers corresponds

to an increase of around 1.5 percentage points in the firm’s average markup. We find similar results

when using markups from de Loecker and Warzynski (2012) as the dependent variable. Controlling

for firms’ size in each sector, firms charge higher markups if they have larger shares within their

buyers’ inputs.12

Table 2: Firm-level markups and input shares

Average markups
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SctrMktShare j,t 0.0189 0.0181 0.0154 0.0150 0.0268 0.0263
(two-digit) (0.00207) (0.00201) (0.00220) (0.00220) (0.00375) (0.00374)

Average input share 0.0266 0.0154 0.0146
sv( j)

j·,t (0.00176) (0.00146) (0.00144)
N 1061724 1061724 1033805 1033805 1033805 1033805
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sector FE Four-digit Four-digit No No No No
Firm FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
R2 0.0846 0.0862 0.600 0.600 0.601 0.601

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit-
year level. The regressions exclude outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the markup distribution. Controls include firms’
number of suppliers, number of buyers, employment, and total assets.

It is worth noting that potential confounding factors such as productivity shocks will affect only

the coefficient on the sectoral market shares and not the coefficient on the average input shares, as

long as they are at the firm-level. Nevertheless, there may be confounding factors at the pair-level.

To address this issue, we consider a specification in which we instrument the average input shares

with buyers’ input purchases from other suppliers. This specification only considers the variations of

firms’ average input shares originating from the changes in buyers’ purchases from other suppliers.

As reported in Online Appendix D.5, the coefficients on average input shares in the second stage

results remain positive.

Consistent with the results found in Section 2.2, the positive coefficient on the average input

shares indicates that firms’ sectoral market shares are not perfectly collinear with their average input

shares to buyers. This means that large firms, in terms of total sales, are not necessary always large

suppliers to their buyers, and vice versa. Firms’ average input shares—constructed from pair-level

12Though beyond the scope of this paper, one natural question is how firms’ ability to charge markups depends on
the oligopsonistic power of their buyers. One conjecture may be that if firm j’s output is concentrated to the sales to a
particular buyer i, firm j may charge lower markup to i. Because we do not observe firm-to-firm prices, we proxy these
quantity output shares with revenue output shares and construct averages across buyers. When correlated with firms’
average markups, we find that the coefficient is either insignificant or even positive.
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input shares—contain important information about firms’ market power beyond what is captured

in the firm-level sectoral market shares. While the results show that buyer-supplier match-specific

components play an important role in explaining firm-level markups, there are several forces that can

be driving these results. One may rationalize these results with theories in which these match specific

components develop over time, such as relation-specific sunk costs. To partly account for these time-

varying components, we additionally control for the firm’s age and also for the average relationship

age across its buyers. The positive correlation between markups and average input shares is robust

even after these additional controls are added, meaning that there are also time-invariant aspects

in the match-specific components.13 Another explanation could be non-homotheticities in buyers’

production functions, as in Blaum et al. (2018). However, the positive correlation between markups

and average input shares is robust after adding an additional variable controlling for buyers’ size.

Finally, one can view our results as potentially coming from firms’ sales to final demand. A firm may

be charging a high average markup because it has a large share in the final demand market. It can also

be because a large share of its sales is delivered to final demand, which may have higher markups.

However, the positive coefficient of average markups on average input shares is virtually unaffected

even when we control for firm-level sales share in the final demand market or for shares of firms’

sales that are sold to final demand.14

We further investigate the underlying mechanism behind the positive relationship between markups

and input shares. Following the spirit of the exercise done in Halpern and Koren (2007), in Online

Appendix D.5 we split the sample of firms into firms in sectors in which varieties are highly substi-

tutable and into firms in sectors in which varieties are less substitutable. We take the estimates of

the sectoral CES parameters from the exercise done in Section 4, and for each sample, we run the

regression specification (3) separately. Consistent with the results of Halpern and Koren (2007), we

find that while both samples produce positive coefficients of markups on input shares, the coefficient

for the sample of firms in sectors that are less substitutable is larger. This result is consistent with

the model we build in Section 3, in which each firm charges different markups to each buyer de-

pending on the elasticity of demand it faces, and where the demand elasticity partly depends on the

substitutability of the variety the firm is producing.

Finally, we conduct a battery of other robustness checks in Online Appendix D.5 and show that

the positive correlation between firm-level average markups and average input shares is robust to

different specifications. In particular, we consider different measures of firms’ average input shares,

for example, using sectors defined at the four-digit level or using different types of aggregation from

pair-level input shares to firm-level average input shares.

13This is consistent with the time-invariant firm-country-specific factors determining the exporters’ distribution of sales
across countries, as documented in Bernard et al. (2018). It is also consistent with our empirical results reported in Online
Appendix D.4, in which we show that pair-level input shares are highly persistent over time.

14See Online Appendix D.5 for the results with these additional controls.
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As stated at the outset, one drawback of our data is that it lacks price information for each firm

pair. Our empirical results where we find a positive relationship between markups and average input

shares at the firm-level are suggestive at most, of firms charging different markups to buyers depend-

ing on the input shares. To partly address this limitation, in Appendix A.2, we turn to the import

transaction data. In the import transaction data, one can observe unit prices of imports at the level

of exporting country-product-Belgian importer. Using this price information, we find that Belgian

importers pay higher prices to a product from a country if the imported products have higher shares

in their input purchases.15 The import transaction data aggregate all exporting firms at the country-

product-level, while ideally, one would use transaction data that record prices and quantity at the level

of individual buyer-supplier pair. Being aware of this limitation, we take this result as complementary

evidence suggesting that firms price discriminate across buyers based on input shares. We construct

such a model and quantify the welfare implications of price discrimination in the following sections.

3 Model

In this section, we set up a model of oligopolistic competition in firm-to-firm trade. With our focus

being on firms’ competition in their relationships with other firms, we take a stylized approach in

modeling consumption and labor supply, abstracting from heterogeneities in final demand and imper-

fect competition in factor markets. We assume a representative household inelastically supplying a

fixed amount of labor. We also model the economy as a small and open economy, where we take the

foreign price pF and the firm-level foreign demand shifters D jF as given. All prices are normalized by

the foreign wage; thus the domestic wage w is an equilibrium variable. Finally, we take the firm-to-

firm linkages as given and fixed and consider the implications of oligopolistic competition within the

observed network. While a growing number of papers consider the role of extensive margins in firm-

to-firm linkages, many assume rigid surplus splitting rules between suppliers and buyers to obtain

tractability (for example, see Oberfield, 2018; Lim, 2018; Huneeus, 2018; Taschereau-Dumouchel,

2018; Bernard et al., 2021).16

15Halpern and Koren (2007) conduct a similar exercise using Hungarian data. Fontaine et al. (2020) also find evi-
dence of price discrimination: One-third of cross-sectional price dispersion in French exporters is attributable to price
discrepancies within exporters across buyers.

16In Online Appendix E.1 we outline a partial equilibrium model of price bargaining in firm-to-firm relationships,
following the setup in Alviarez et al. (2021). The bargaining outcome of this model nests the outcome of the model
outlined in Section 3. This general model allows for arbitrary outside options that the two firms have in each buyer-
supplier relationship, such as the option to renegotiate with other firms they already source from or sell to, or the option
to additionally source from or sell to firms that were previously not connected.
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3.1 Preferences

There is a representative household providing L units of labor. The household has a CES preference

over all firms’ goods with a substitution parameter σ. We assume that firms’ goods are substitutes,

σ > 1. We also assume that the household does not directly consume foreign goods. The household’s

preference is denoted as

U =

∑
j∈Ω

β jHq
σ−1
σ

jH


σ
σ−1

, (4)

where Ω denotes the set of domestic firms. The term q jH denotes the quantity of goods that firm j

sells to the household. Given the price that j charges to the household, p jH, the quantity q jH can be

written as

q jH = βσjH
p−σjH

P1−σ E, (5)

where E denotes the aggregate expenditure, and P denotes the aggregate price index:

P =

∑
j∈Ω

βσjH p1−σ
jH


1

1−σ

. (6)

Demand from abroad is modeled with the same structure as the domestic household. Let I jF be

an indicator of whether firm j is an exporter or not. Given the price that j charges on exported goods,

p jF , and the demand shifter it faces, D jF , the export quantity, q jF , can be written as

q jF = I jF p−σjF D jF . (7)

3.2 Technology and Market Structure

Each firm produces a single differentiated good with a constant returns to scale production tech-

nology. On the input side, firms combine labor inputs, inputs purchased from other firms, and/or

imported goods in a nested CES production function. On the output side, they sell goods directly to

domestic final demand, to other domestic firms, and/or export.

When considering firm-to-firm trade markets, the assumption of atomistic suppliers for each buyer

is not consistent with the data. In 2012 the median firm purchased inputs from 33 suppliers, and the

median number of suppliers per two-digit sector was 2. Moreover, in Section 2.3, we found that firms

charge higher markups when they have higher average input shares to buyers. Therefore, we assume

oligopolistic competition in firm-to-firm trade, where firms charge different markups to different buy-

ers depending on the input shares they have in each buyer’s goods purchases. In doing so, we apply

the framework of Atkeson and Burstein (2008) to firms’ pricing decisions in the relationships with
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each buyer. We also assume oligopolistic competition in the domestic final demand market. On the

exporting side, we treat firms competing in the international market to be infinitesimal and assume

Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) monopolistic competition.

Let Zi be firm i’s set of domestic suppliers and let IFi be the indicator for the importing status of

firm i. We denote i’s sector by u and j’s sector by v. We assume nested CES structures in firms’ pro-

duction functions. A firm first combines domestically supplied goods into sector-level intermediate

goods bundles. Then it combines these sectoral goods and imported goods into a single intermediate

goods bundle. Finally, the firm combines labor inputs and the intermediate goods bundle to produce

its output. We denote the elasticity of substitution across firms’ goods in sector u by σu. The substi-

tution parameter across sectoral goods and imported goods is ρ, and the substitution parameter across

labor inputs and the intermediate goods bundle is η. We assume all substitution parameters to be

above one.17

The implied unit cost of firm i can be written as

ci = φ−1
i

(
ω
η
l w1−η + ωη

m p1−η
mi

) 1
1−η
, (8)

where φi is i’s core productivity. The terms ωl and ωm denote CES weights in the production function

on labor inputs li and intermediate goods bundle qmi. Nominal domestic wage is denoted by w, and pmi

is the firm-specific price index of intermediate goods. This intermediate goods bundle is an aggregate

of firm i’s sector-level domestic intermediate bundles qm
vi with price indices pm

vi, and the foreign inputs

qFi with price pF . Prices pmi and pm
vi vary with firms’ sourcing strategies, Zi and IFi, along with the

saliency parameters in production functions, α ji and αFi:

pmi =

∑
v

αρv
(
pm

vi
)1−ρ

+ IFiα
ρ
Fi p

1−ρ
F


1

1−ρ

pm
vi =

 ∑
j∈Zi, j∈V

ασv
ji p1−σv

ji


1

1−σv

, (9)

where the term V denotes the set of firms in sector v.18 The term p ji denotes the price that firm j

charges when selling its goods to firm i.

Before discussing the market structures of the final demand market and of the firm-to-firm mar-

17We do not impose any restrictions concerning the relative magnitudes among {σu}, ρ, and η when we estimate them
in Section 4.

18Under this nested CES structure, firms aggregate all imports into one bundle and combine them with sectoral bundles
of domestic intermediate goods. We choose this structure because we only observe imports at the exporting country-
product level and the parameter σv captures the substitutability of varieties across firms in the sector. We also assume
that the substitutability parameters η, ρ, and σv are common across firms regardless of their sector. We do so to minimize
the number of parameters to estimate. Instead, we have a flexible structure in the CES saliency parameters (α ji and αFi)
so that the model can explain the observed labor shares, import shares, and pair-level input shares in the data.
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kets, we derive the firms’ shares on inputs implied by the above CES structures. The share of firm i’s

variable costs spent on labor, sli, is

sli =
ω
η
l w1−η

c1−η
i φ

1−η
i

, (10)

and the intermediate goods’ share, smi, becomes

smi = 1 − sli =
ω
η
m p1−η

mi

c1−η
i φ

1−η
i

. (11)

Among i’s variable cost spent on intermediate goods, the share of sector v goods, sm
vi, and the share of

foreign goods, sm
Fi, are, respectively,

sm
vi = αρv

(
pm

vi

)1−ρ

p1−ρ
mi

sm
Fi = IFiα

ρ
Fi

p1−ρ
F

p1−ρ
mi

. (12)

Among i’s variable cost spent on sector v goods, the share of firm j’s goods, sv( j)
ji , is

sv( j)
ji = α

σv( j)

ji

p1−σv( j)

ji(
pm

v( j)i

)1−σv( j)
, (13)

with an empirical counterpart in equation (1).

Finally, we turn to the market structures. We assume oligopolistic competition when firms sell

to domestic final demand, and assume monopolistic competition when firms export. We take this

stylized approach in the export market, as we do not observe the identity of foreign buyers. When firm

i sells to domestic households, the firm chooses the price piH that solves the following maximization

problem:

max
piH

(piH − ci) qiH (14)

s.t. qiH = βσiH p−σiH Pσ−1E.

Firm i solves the above problem by taking as given prices of all other firms and aggregate income.

At the same time, it takes into account the effect of its price on the aggregate price index, hence

∂P/∂piH , 0. Solving the above yields the following optimal markup with the price being the markup
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µiH over the marginal cost ci, piH = µiHci:

µiH =
εiH

εiH − 1
(15)

εiH = (1 − siH)σ + siH. (16)

The term siH represents the share firm i has in domestic final demand, siH = βσiH p1−σ
iH /P1−σ. Equa-

tions (15) and (16) imply that as firm i has a larger share in the market, siH, the higher markup it

charges. When firms export, monopolistic competition implies that they charge a constant markup

over marginal cost, with the price being the product of the two, piF = µiFci:

µiF =
σ

σ − 1
. (17)

We introduce oligopolistic competition in firm-to-firm trade in the following way. When selling

to firm i, firm j sets price p ji that maximizes variable profits by taking as given prices of all other

firms including those of i’s other suppliers. Firm j also takes as given firm i’s unit cost and output,

ci and qi. Firm j does not internalize the effect that its price, p ji, may affect other firms’ prices.

However, firm j does internalize the effect of its price, p ji, on the buyer i’s intermediate input costs

and quantities, pmi, pm
vi, qmi, and qm

vi. The firm’s problem is as follows:

max
p ji

(
p ji − c j

)
q ji (18)

s.t. q ji = α
σv( j)

ji α
ρ

v( j) p
−σv( j)

ji

(
pm

v( j)i

)σv( j)−1 (
pm

v( j)i

)1−ρ
pρmiqmi

qmi = ωη
m p−ηmiφ

η−1
i cηi qi.

Solving the above problem while taking into account that ∂pmi/∂p ji , 0 and ∂pm
v( j)i/∂p ji , 0 yields

the following markup, with the price being the markup over firm j’s marginal cost, p ji = µ jic j:

µ ji =
ε ji

ε ji − 1
(19)

ε ji = σv( j)

(
1 − sv( j)

ji

)
+ ρsv( j)

ji

(
1 − sm

v( j)i

)
+ ηsv( j)

ji sm
v( j)i. (20)

Equations (19) and (20) imply that the markup firm j charges on firm i, µ ji, depends on the

input share that j’s goods have in i’s intermediate goods, sv( j)
ji and sm

v( j)i. If the supplier j has an

infinitesimally small share in buyer i’s purchases of sector v goods (sv( j)
ji → 0), then all the competition

the supplier j engages in are with the other suppliers in sector v that share the same buyer i. The

price converges to the value obtained assuming monopolistic competition, with a constant markup

of σv( j)/
(
σv( j) − 1

)
. As the supplier’s input share on the buyer increases, then not only does the

supplier compete with the other suppliers in sector v, but also with suppliers in other sectors and
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with the labor input that buyer firm i employs. Thus, the demand elasticity that j faces, ε ji, becomes

a weighted average of σv( j), ρ, and η. The weights are constructed from the shares sv( j)
ji and sm

v( j)i.

When the supplier j is the only firm supplying the buyer (sv( j)
ji , s

m
v( j)i → 1), the markup converges to

η/ (η − 1). The intuition of how pair-level markups and prices depend on pair-level shares and how

they are simultaneously determined in the equilibrium are identical to what is described in Atkeson

and Burstein (2008). The key difference is that here the relevant shares and markups are defined for

each buyer-supplier pair.

As aforementioned, we assume that the supplier takes as given the buyer’s unit cost and output,

ci and qi, while all aggregations in the production functions are made with finite sums. This is

consistent with the assumption of Bertrand competition, where firms take as given all others’ prices,

including the prices of their buyers. A plausible alternative would be to assume that the supplier

firm internalizes the change in the buyer’s quantity sold when determining its price. In this case, the

supplier needs to know the output composition of the buyer firm to infer the elasticity of demand the

buyer is facing, or the supplier needs to assume a value for the elasticity of demand. As firms are

unlikely to observe the flow of goods distant in the production chain, we find our assumption to be

reasonable. Nevertheless, in Online Appendix E.2 we discuss in detail the optimal prices that firms

charge their buyers when relaxing this assumption.19

The assumption of firms taking as given prices and quantities that are distant in the production

chain is also consistent with the empirical evidence. Section 2.3 confirmed that firms’ markups are

correlated with the firms’ average input shares within their buyers. We further investigate if firms’

markups are correlated with the average input shares their buyers have within those buyers’ buyers.

We find that the coefficient on these second-degree average input shares is not positive and close to

zero. These results indicate that although firms charge higher markups when possessing higher input

shares in their buyers, this is not necessarily the case when their buyers have higher input shares. See

Online Appendix D.5 for details.

Finally, we describe firms’ output and profits. A firm sells goods to households, abroad (if the

firm is an exporter), and also to other domestic firms. Therefore we have

q j = q jH + q jF +
∑
i∈W j

α
σv( j)

ji

p−σv( j)

ji(
pm

v( j)i

)1−σv( j)
sm

v( j)ismiciqi︸                              ︷︷                              ︸
q ji

. (21)

19The assumption where the firms take as given the prices and quantities that are distant in the production chain is
similar to the assumption of incomplete information considered by Antràs and de Gortari (2020). In Online Appendix
E.2, we show that when a firm internalizes the effect of its price on the demand for the buyer’s goods, the markup it
charges not only depends on the shares sv( j)

ji and sm
v( j)i, but also on quantities that the buyer sells to other firms and the

quantities that it sells to final demand. Alternatively, one can instead have an assumption in which the firm assumes that
the buyer is facing a single demand elasticity. In this case, if one sets the demand elasticity buyers are facing to be η, then
the markup equation collapses to that of equation (19). We also discuss optimal prices when firms engage in Cournot
competition instead of Bertrand competition.
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Firm j’s profits come from three sources: sales to households, exports, and sales to other domestic

firms. So the variable profit of firm j can thus be described as

π j =
1
ε jH

p jHq jH︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sales to HH

+
1
σ

p jFq jF︸ ︷︷ ︸
Exports

+
∑
i∈W j

1
ε ji

p jiq ji︸︷︷︸
Sales to i

. (22)

3.3 Equilibrium

We close the model by assuming that firms’ profits are ultimately distributed back to the representative

household. We also assume balanced trade. The household’s budget constraint becomes

E = wL +
∑
j∈Ω

π j︸︷︷︸
Π

. (23)

The trade balance and labor market clearing conditions are as follows:

0 =
∑
j∈Ω

I jF p1−σ
jH D jF︸            ︷︷            ︸

Exports

−
∑
j∈Ω

IF jsF jc jq j︸           ︷︷           ︸
Imports

, (24)

wL =
∑
j∈Ω

sl jc jq j. (25)

The equilibrium in this economy can be characterized by the set of variables,
{
w, q j

}
that satisfy

equations (5)–(25), taking as given the foreign demand shifters D jF , and the foreign price pF .

4 Estimation

The counterfactual exercises using the model constructed in the previous section require estimates

of the CES parameters in the preference and production functions, together with observables from

the firm-to-firm transactions data. In this section, we describe the estimation procedures for the CES

parameters.

We estimate the CES parameters by exploiting the variations of sales and input shares observed

in the data. Recall that in equation (19), pair-level markups, µ ji, are functions of the CES parameters{
σv( j), ρ, η

}
, and observable input shares, sv( j)

ji and sm
v( j)i. Similarly, equation (15) shows that firms’

markups to domestic final demand, µ jH, are functions of the CES parameter σ and observable shares

s jH. We have also assumed markups firms charge on exports, µ jF , to be a function of the CES

parameter, σ/ (σ − 1) (equation (17)).

Our estimation strategy starts by focusing on each firm’s total variable input cost. Let CE
j denote
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the empirical value of firm j’s total variable input cost that is consistent with our static model without

fixed costs. We measure CE
j by taking the sum of labor costs, purchases from other firms, and imports.

Analogously, let CT
j denote the theoretical value of firm j’s total variable input cost, which is the sum

of firm’s sales, with each component of sales deflated by the destination-specific markups:

CT
j =

∑
i

p jiq ji

µ ji
+

p jHq jH

µ jH
+

p jHq jF

µ jF
. (26)

The numerators of equation (26) are components of firm j’s sales that are observed in the data, and the

denominators are markups that can be constructed from observable shares and the CES parameters to

be estimated (equations (15), (17), and (19)).

We estimate the CES parameters by exploiting the accounting identity that the two firm-level

input costs must equal each other, CE
j = CT

j . We represent the deviations from this identity relative to

the observed input cost as

ε j =
CE

j −CT
j

CE
j

, (27)

and choose the set of CES parameters, {σv, ρ, η, σ}, that minimize the squared sum of these errors:

min
{σv},ρ,η,σ

∑
j

CE
j −CT

j

(
σv( j), ρ, η, σ

)
CE

j


2

. (28)

This non-linear least squares method requires that these firms’ inputs that are not fully accounted for

in our model are uncorrelated with the observable shares that we use to construct the theory implied

firm-level input costs, CT
j .20

We outline the intuition of how different combinations of variations in the data help identify

different parameters. First, the value of σ is determined mainly by two moments. The first is the

level of markups for firms that predominantly sell to domestic final demand and at the same time

have infinitesimal shares in the final demand market s jH. The second is the level of markups for firms

that predominantly sell to foreign markets. Equations (15) and (17) show that these two sets of firms

charge markups of σ/ (σ − 1) for almost all their output. Therefore, the value of σ can be identified

from the average sales to input ratio of those firms.

In contrast, the values of σv, ρ, and η are determined by the average markups for firms that

predominantly sell to other firms, as the firm-to-firm markups are all monotonically decreasing in

these parameters (equation (19)). Among the firms that predominantly sell to other firms, different
20One may argue that, for example, if firms pay fixed costs of entry, then the estimates will be biased. However, we

note that the error is defined in terms of the firm’s total input cost, CE
j . Hence if the various fixed costs that firms pay—

including fixed costs of entry and establishing buyer-supplier relationships—are proportional to firm size, then the error
would not be correlated with the observable shares that may correlate with firm size.
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firms have different weights on how their markups help identify the three sets of parameters. The

average sales to input ratio of firms that have infinitesimal input share in their buyers (sv( j)
ji → 0)

determine the value of σv, as they will be charging markups of σv/ (σv − 1). The value of ρ is

determined by the average sales to input ratio of firms that have high input shares within their sectors

but with their sectors having low shares in the buyers’ inputs (sv( j)
ji → 1, sm

v( j)i → 0). Lastly, firms with

buyers purchasing most of their inputs from them (sv( j)
ji → 1, sm

v( j)i → 1) will be charging markups of

η/ (η − 1), hence their average sales to input ratio determines the value of η.

Note that this estimation strategy relies on several key assumptions. The constant returns to

scale feature of the production functions allows us to interpret the deviations between revenues and

input costs as markups over marginal costs. Moreover, we are not able to distinguish fixed costs

from variable costs in the data. Consistent with the static model’s assumption that there are no

fixed costs and also with the assumption that there is no joint production, we use the sum of labor

costs, purchases from other firms, and imports as firms’ input costs. We use the two-digit sector

categorization of “intermediate SNA/ISIC aggregation A*38” in NACE Rev.2 classification.21 This

leaves us to estimate 29 sectoral substitution parameters of σv and three parameters of σ, ρ, and η.

We report the estimation results in Table 3.22

In the production function, the substitution parameter across labor and goods is 1.67. Within

intermediate goods, the substitution parameter across sectoral goods and imported inputs is 2.59.

The substitution parameters across varieties within sectors are broadly in the range of 2 to 5. In

the preference function, the substitution parameter across goods is 2.98. These estimated values

fall in ranges not far from those obtained from different approaches. Chan (2017) finds labor and

intermediates to be gross substitutes. The survey of Anderson and van Wincoop (2004) finds that,

within sectors, the elasticity of substitution across goods in the production function ranges from

around 5 to 10 depending on the aggregation. Our estimates of σv are slightly lower than this because

our estimates pick up the substitutability of firms’ goods among the small set of suppliers that firms

source from in each sector instead of the substitutability of goods among all firms in each sector.23

We also find that these estimated parameters jointly explain 85% of the total variation in the observed

input costs, CE
j .

We explore how the estimates translate to the level of markups firms charge in Online Appendix

21See European Commission (2008) for details. We aggregate two A*38 codes, CD and CE, into one sector.
22To evaluate the sensitivity of estimates to firms in the network, for each sector, we draw firm-level samples from

the data with replacements and compute the standard deviations of the estimates from the re-sampled data. However, as
these firm-level observations are dependent on the activities of their suppliers and buyers, standard asymptotic properties
may not hold with the re-sampled data. See Chandrasekhar (2015) for discussions on conducting inference using network
data.

23Our approach of estimating CES parameters is different from that of other papers that estimate substitution parameters
at higher frequencies. For example, Boehm et al. (2019), Barrot and Sauvagnat (2016), and Atalay (2017) find much
lower estimates in the production function parameters. In contrast, Peter and Ruane (2020) estimate the elasticities of
substitution at a longer time horizon and find estimates of similar magnitudes for firms’ intermediate inputs.
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F.1. We first analyze in the data whether the observed firm-level markups—measured as the ratio of

firms’ total sales over input costs—are different between different groups of firms. In particular, we

consider firms that primarily sell to other firms and firms that primarily sell to final demand. We show

that the distributions of firm-level markups for the two groups largely overlap. In addition, among

the firms that primarily sell to other firms, we focus on those that have large input shares in their

buyers’ purchases (as measured by large sv( j)
j· ) and compare their firm-level markups with those of

firms that primarily sell to final demand. Consistent with both our theory and the findings in Section

2.3, firms with large input shares generally have higher markups than other firms that primarily sell

to other firms and hence charge higher markups than those that primarily sell to final demand. To

confirm these empirical findings with our estimates, we back out the model implied markups for each

firm pair, µ ji, and the model implied markups on firms’ sales to domestic final demand, µ jH, using

the estimates and the observed shares. We plot the differences in the two markups, µ ji − µ jH, and find

that the distribution largely centers around 0. We also show that the differences in the two markups

are larger for firm pairs with larger input shares. Overall, our empirical findings suggest that firms

on average charge similar markups to final demand and to other firms, with firms with large input

shares charging higher markups. Our estimated CES parameters are able to capture these features in

the data at the pair-level.
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Table 3: Estimated CES parameters

(a) η, ρ, and σ

η ρ σ

(Labor and goods) (Sectoral goods and imports in production) (Firms’ goods in consumption)

Estimate 1.67 2.59 2.98
s.e. 0.14 0.31 0.66

(b) Sectoral estimates of σv

Description of sector Estimate s.e.
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing 2.79 0.35

Mining and quarrying 2.85 1.16
Manufacture of food products, beverages, and tobacco products 4.12 0.60
Manufacture of textiles, apparel, leather, and related products 2.41 0.31

Manufacture of wood and paper products, and printing 3.11 0.41
Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products, chemicals, and chemical products 2.84 0.82

Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemical, and botanical products 7.32 1.82
Manufacture of rubber and plastics products, and other non-metallic mineral products 3.99 0.58

Manufacture of basic metals and fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 3.16 0.42
Manufacture of computer, electronic, and optical products 4.26 0.76

Manufacture of electrical equipment 4.60 1.50
Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 3.14 1.79

Manufacture of transport equipment 5.14 2.48
Other manufacturing, and repair and installation of machinery and equipment 2.92 0.43

Electricity, gas, steam and air-conditioning supply 2.88 1.11
Water supply, sewerage, waste management, and remediation 2.91 0.37

Construction 3.79 0.54
Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 2.98 0.38

Transportation and storage 3.46 0.48
Accommodation and food service activities 5.10 0.83

Publishing, audiovisual and broadcasting activities 2.85 0.87
Telecommunications 2.80 0.45

IT and other information services 2.49 0.29
Real estate activities 2.34 0.30

Legal, accounting, management, architecture, engineering, technical testing, and analysis activities 1.91 0.18
Scientific research and development 4.91 1.53

Other professional, scientific and technical activities 2.92 0.37
Administrative and support service activities 2.81 0.35

Other services 2.35 0.51

Note: Standard errors are based on 25 bootstrap samples drawn with replacements. The samples are drawn at the
firm-level for each sector.

Lastly, we turn to the estimates under alternative setups. Instead of having firms engage in price

competition in firm-to-firm relationships, we obtain similar estimates of the CES parameters under

the assumption of firms engaging in quantity competition (Online Appendix F.2). Next, we consider

an alternative way of treating firms’ capital usage costs. In our baseline case, we sum firms’ total labor
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costs, purchases from other domestic firms, and imported goods in our measurement of firms’ total

inputs, CE
j . As mentioned in footnote 10, some firm-to-firm transactions may capture purchases of

capital goods, and adding computed measures of the user cost of capital will lead to double-counting

of these inputs. Nevertheless, in Online Appendix F.3, we account for firms’ user cost of capital in

two ways: Scaling up labor costs of firms uniformly by assuming a common labor-to-capital share or

computing firm-level capital costs from balance sheets data.

5 Counterfactual Analysis

With the estimated parameters, in this section we explore how the markups set for each buyer affect

aggregate welfare by comparing with the economy where firms charge firm-level markups regardless

of who the buyer is. We compute how much the representative household would benefit or lose if the

economy transitioned to one where firms are constrained to charge the same markup for its good sold

to any buyer. We do so by solving for the changes in firm-level costs and aggregate welfare, using

the system of equations defining the equilibrium outlined in Section 3.

In the counterfactual economy where each firm is constrained to set one price on its good, the

firm’s profit maximization problem yields the following price:

p j =
ε j

ε j − 1
c j

ε j =
∑
i∈W j

p jq ji

p jq j
ε ji +

p jq jH

p jq j
ε jH +

p jq jF

p jq j
σ, (29)

where ε jH and ε ji are as defined in equations (16) and (20), evaluated at the equilibrium with the

constraint of firm-level markups.24 In this economy, each firm sets a common markup to all buyers

that reflects the weighted average of the demand elasticities it faces from each of its buyers. The

associated weight assigned to each buyer is the share of the firm’s revenue the buyer accounts for.

We solve for the equilibrium changes while keeping fixed all firm-level and pair-level primitives such

as firm productivity and saliency parameters in production functions. We implement the technique

developed by Dekle et al. (2007), which requires only the firm-level and pair-level shares directly

observed in the data and the estimated CES parameters.25 We present the full system of equilibrium

changes and the steps to solve for them in Appendix C.1.

We note that under the estimated parameters obtained in Section 4, firms’ total input cost implied

by the model, CT
j , do not necessary match the observed input cost, CE

j . For some firms, the observed

24See Appendix B.1 for the derivation.
25While we do not directly observe the underlying weight parameters in the preference and production functions, the

technique ensures that as long as these underlying parameters are fixed one can solve for the counterfactual changes in
variables using the observed shares.
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input costs are larger than the model implied values. For other firms, the observed input values seem

lower than what is necessary to produce what is sold. To be consistent with the estimation strategy,

in our baseline analyses, we take the error term in equation (27), ε j, as firm-level constants. With

this assumption, the changes in the observed input costs, ĈE
j , are equal to the changes in the model

implied input costs, ĈT
j . To ensure robustness of the counterfactual results, we explore two alternative

approaches in treating the differences in the input costs. The first approach is to treat the absolute

differences in the input costs, ξ j = CE
j − CT

j , as constant numbers. Under this approach, one could

solve for the equilibrium changes using the following relationship: ĈE
j =

(
CT

j /C
E
j

)
ĈT

j + ξ j/CE
j . The

second approach is to follow that of Ossa (2014) and first purge the differences in the two input

costs.26 We first solve for the counterfactual changes by forcing the observed differences to zero,

ξ̂ j = 0. The resulting economy would be fully consistent with the model, with which we then solve

for the counterfactual changes. We report the results of these two approaches in Online Appendix G.5,

where we find that the quantitative results are very similar regardless of how we treat the differences

in the input costs.27

In this counterfactual exercise, buyer-supplier pairs in which the supplier charges a higher markup

than its own average markup will have lower markups, and vice versa. We compute these changes

in pair-level markups along with the changes in firms’ markups on domestic final demand and plot

their distributions in Figure 3. The left panel shows the unweighted and weighted distributions of the

changes in pair-level markups, µ̂ ji, and the right panel shows the unweighted and weighted distribu-

tions of the changes in firm-level markups on domestic final demand, µ̂ jH. We use the pair’s input

share as the weight in the left panel and the firm’s share in domestic final demand as its weight in the

right panel. Both unweighted distributions center around 1, with a typical firm pair experiencing a

slight increase in its associated markup. But once weighted with the associated shares, the distribu-

tion of µ̂ ji has a larger mass to the left of 1 while the distribution of µ̂ jH is largely unchanged. This

implies that firm pairs that saw reductions in the associated markup are ones where suppliers have

much larger input shares than in pairs that saw increases in markups.28

26Ossa (2014) purges bilateral trade data of country-level trade imbalances before solving for countries’ optimal tariffs.
27In all the three approaches we have experimented with multiple starting values without finding any differences in the

counterfactual results.
28In Online Appendix G.1 we plot the distributions of the input shares separately for firm pairs that saw reductions in

markups and for firm pairs that saw increases in markups. While the supplier in a typical firm pair among which markup
saw an increase has an input share of only 0.01, the supplier in a typical firm pair among which markup decreased has an
input share of 0.35.
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Figure 3: Distribution of changes in markups upon banning price discrimination

(a) Changes in pair-level markups (b) Changes in markups to final demand

Note: The left panel displays the unweighted and weighted density distributions of the changes in pair-level markups
firms charge to their buyers, µ̂ ji. The right panel displays the unweighted and weighted density distributions of the
changes in firm-level markups firms charge to final demand, µ̂ jH . The weight used in the left panel is the input share of
the pair sv( j)

ji , and the weight used in the right panel is the firm’s share in domestic final demand s jH .

These differences in the input shares among the two sets of firm pairs have implications on the

aggregate outcomes. In Online Appendix G.2 we discuss in detail the mechanisms through which

equalizing markups across buyers have welfare impacts. In particular, we closely follow the frame-

work of Baqaee and Farhi (2020) and consider a hypothetical firm j equalizing the markup it charges

its two buyers, i and k, with firm j initially charging a higher markup to firm i than what it charges to

firm k. We describe that the combined effect of firm j lowering its markup to firm i, µ ji, and raising

its markup to firm k, µ jk, depends on the relative magnitudes of the two input shares that firm j has

in the two buyers, and also on the relative importance of the two firms i and k as suppliers in the

overall economy (as measured by the cost-based Domar weight). Aside from the heterogeneity in

the cost-based Domar weights and other general equilibrium effects, our theory implies that firm j

is initially charging a higher markup to firm i due to the larger input share it has in firm i. Hence,

everything else equal, the effect of firm j lowering its markup on firm i dominates the effect of firm j

raising its markup on firm k, leading to a reduction in double marginalization and raising output in the

overall economy. As a result of this counterfactual exercise, 84% of firms experience reductions in

their unit costs, and over 88% of firms increase their output quantities.29 Overall, aggregate welfare

improves when firms are banned from price discrimination and constrained to charge common prices

for their goods. The changes in aggregate variables reported in Table 4 reveal that the welfare of the

representative household would improve by 5.6% and that the real wage increases by 2.5%.30

29See Online Appendix G.3 for the distributions of the changes in firms’ unit costs, ĉ j, output quantities, q̂ j, and sales,
p̂ jq j.

30To ensure a fixed trade balance, the nominal wage increases by 1.2%. The wage increases because the export demand
is relatively elastic compared to import demand.
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Table 4: Aggregate changes upon banning price discrimination

Change
Agg. welfare Û = Ê/P̂ 1.056

Real wage ŵ/P̂ 1.025
Agg. income Ê 1.043
Agg. profit Π̂ 1.052

Note: The table reports the changes in aggregate variables when each firm is constrained to set one price for its good
regardless of the buyer.

To tease out how much of the quantitative effects above are driven by shutting down price discrim-

ination in firm-to-firm trade, we conduct a similar exercise in which firms are constrained to equalize

only their markups to other firms. We outline firms’ optimal prices under this constraint in Appendix

B.2. In this exercise, we find that the distribution of the changes in pair-level markups slightly shifts

to the right from the same distribution in the previous exercise (Online Appendix G.4). Markups of

firm pairs in which suppliers have high input shares do not go down as much because they do not have

to equalize with the lower markups on the suppliers’ sales to final demand, which typically accounts

for a large fraction of most firms’ sales.31 This leads to a smaller aggregate effect in which 64% of

firms experience a reduction in unit costs and 65% of firms increase their output quantities.32 As we

report in Table 5, the improvement in welfare is around a quarter of the welfare increase seen when

firms are banned from price discrimination to all buyers—welfare and real wage of the representative

household improve by 1.5 and 0.6%, respectively.33

Table 5: Aggregate changes upon banning price discrimination in firm-to-firm trade

Change Fraction of banning full price discrimination
Agg. welfare Û = Ê/P̂ 1.015 27%

Real wage ŵ/P̂ 1.006 24%
Agg. income Ê 1.010 23%
Agg. profit Π̂ 1.010 19%

Note: The table reports the changes in aggregate variables when firms equalize only their markups charged to their sales
to other firms. The final column reports what fraction these changes account for of the changes reported in Table 4.

The results from the counterfactual exercises suggest that markup dispersion within firms across

buyers creates a sizable welfare cost.34 As firms in the counterfactual economies were still charg-
31Consistent with the findings from Dhyne et al. (2021), in Online Appendix G.8 we show that firm-to-firm trade

accounts for a small share in most firms’ sales. The median firm sells around 83% of its output to final demand (including
both sales to domestic final demand and exports).

32See Online Appendix G.7 for the distributions of the changes in firms’ unit costs, ĉ j, output quantities, q̂ j, and sales,
p̂ jq j.

33Another statistic that may affect changes in aggregate variables is the correlation between upstreamness of the buyer-
supplier pair and its change in the associated markup. For example, if upstream firm pairs tend to see larger reductions
in markups, then the aggregate price index will decrease more as their markup reductions will have amplifying effects
further downstream. We investigate this in Online Appendix G.6 and find that changes in markups and upstreamness
measures (as in Antràs et al., 2012) have correlations very close to 0.

34In Online Appendix G.7 we report the counterfactual results analogous to Tables 4 and 5. There we use the alternative
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ing heterogeneous markups at the firm-level, this welfare cost we find is in addition to the welfare

cost of across-firm markup dispersion that has already been found to be substantial in the literature.

Moreover, our second exercise in which we ban price discrimination in firm-to-firm trade shows

that within-firm markup dispersion in firm-to-firm transactions contributes around one-quarter of the

overall welfare cost of within-firm markup dispersion in all markets. This result is despite the fact

that sales to other firms account for a small fraction of most firms’ sales.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the implications of imperfect competition in firm-to-firm trade. We proposed

a novel view of competition between firms. In addition to the firm-level market shares within sectors

determining firms’ market power, we suggest that the relative size of the firm in the input sourcing of

its buyers is also a relevant metric. The data on firm-to-firm transactions supports this view; Firms

charge higher markups if they have higher average input shares within their buyer firms, controlling

for their firm-level sectoral market shares.

Using a model of oligopolistic competition in firm-to-firm trade, we analyzed the implications of

firms charging different markups to different buyers. We estimate key CES parameters by exploit-

ing variations of input shares at the pair-level, and using these estimates, we quantified how much

a representative household would be affected if the economy transitioned to one where firms charge

common markups across buyers. The exercise reveals a large welfare loss due to markup disper-

sion within firms: Aggregate welfare would improve by 5.6% when firms are banned from price

discrimination.

Our findings add to the discussion over regulations on price discrimination. Previous research that

looked at the quantitative effects of banning price discrimination was often constrained to particular

markets. Here we exploit the unique data on firm-to-firm transactions within an entire economy and

compute aggregate outcomes. We find that because firms tend to charge higher markups on their sales

to other firms than on their sales to final demand, small reductions of markups in firm pairs result in

a larger aggregate effect, as they amplify firms’ cost reductions through the input-output linkages.

One potential limitation is that, given that the data only records transaction values between firms

and not prices and quantities of those transactions, we are not able to incorporate richer surplus

splitting rules among firm pairs. For example, the model we used assumes all bargaining power on

the supplier side. Investigating the implications of these richer surplus-splitting rules is an avenue for

future research.

assumptions described in Online Appendices F.2 and F.3, where we discuss the CES estimates when one assumes Cournot
competition or when one accounts for capital usage costs in firms’ inputs.
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A Appendix on Empirical Results

A.1 Disconnect Between Sectoral Market Shares and Input Shares

In this section, we investigate the disconnect between firm size and firms’ input shares within buyers.

In particular, we ask if large firms in terms of total sales are the ones also having large input shares

within their buyers’ purchases. Consider the firm on the left of Figure 4. This firm is purchasing

goods worth 10, 5, and 1 Euro from its three suppliers, a, b, and c, respectively. The three suppliers’

total sales are 100, 50, and 10 Euro. The ordering of the firm’s suppliers according to the input shares

aligns with the ordering of their total sales. Therefore the correlation of the suppliers’ size and input

shares is 1. In contrast, consider the firm on the right of the figure. The transaction values are identical

to the firm on the left, but the three suppliers’ total sales are now 10, 50, and 100 Euro, respectively.

Here the ordering of the two are opposite, so the correlation is now close to −1.

Figure 4: Example for computing correlations

i

ca b
Total sales of supplier: €100 €50 €10

Transaction value: €10
€5

€1

1

i

ca b
€10 €50 €100

€10
€5

€1

-1Correlation for the buyer: 

We compute the correlation coefficients for a set of firms that have five or more suppliers and

display their distributions in Figure 5. The left panel shows the distributions of the rank correlations,

and the right panel shows the distributions of the Pearson correlations. In both distributions, firms’

correlations are centered around 0. The median firm’s rank correlation coefficient is 0.12, and 28%

of firms have rank correlation coefficients that are zero or negative. The median Pearson correlation

is −0.02, and 58% of firms have Pearson correlation coefficients that are zero or negative. The

result indicates that a firm with a high input share on a particular buyer is not necessarily large,

illustrating that pairwise match components play a large role in firm-to-firm trade in addition to firm-

level components.
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Figure 5: Distribution of correlation coefficients

(a) Rank correlations
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Note: The left panel shows the distribution of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between suppliers’ input shares
and their total sales for all buyer firms with five or more suppliers. The right panel shows the analogous distribution of
Pearson correlation coefficients. The input shares are computed as the supplier’s sales share in the buyer’s total input
purchases. The vertical lines depict the median correlation coefficients of 0.12 on the left panel and of −0.02 on the right
panel. Both panels are based on the cross-section of firms in 2012.

The results in Figure 5 do not take into account the difference in the goods produced by firms’

suppliers. The low correlations in the figure may come from the fact that a supplier’s good is heavily

used by firms from one sector but not by firms in others. Therefore we then take into account this

heterogeneity of input compositions across sector-to-sector relationships. We calculate the same

correlations for each firm, but now for each group of suppliers in each sector at the two-digit level. We

compute the correlation coefficients for suppliers in a sector if there are five or more suppliers in that

sector supplying to the firm. We obtain distributions of those correlations for each sector-to-sector

pair. The left panel in Figure 6 plots the distribution of the median rank correlations, and the right

panel plots the distribution of the median Pearson correlations coefficients for each sector-to-sector

pair. The median values of these median correlations are larger than the unconditional median values

from Figure 5 with 0.19 for the median rank correlation and 0.05 for the median Pearson correlation.

However, they are still far from 1, and we still see a large role that pairwise match components play,

even within the same sector-to-sector relationships.
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Figure 6: Distribution of median correlation coefficients, accounting for different sector inputs

(a) Median rank correlations
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(b) Median Pearson correlations
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Note: This figure plots the distribution of the median correlation coefficients between suppliers’ input shares and their
total sales. For each buyer firm, we compute the correlations of suppliers’ input shares and their total sales for each
two-digit sector in which five or more suppliers supply to the buyer. The left panel displays the distribution of the
median rank correlations across each sector-to-sector pair, and the right panel displays the distribution of the median
Pearson correlations. The vertical lines depict the median correlation coefficient of 0.19 on the left panel and of 0.05 on
the right panel. Both panels are based on the cross-section of firms in 2012.

A.2 Positive Relationship Between Prices and Input Shares Using Import
Transaction Data

In this section, we use the Belgian import transaction data to supplement the empirical analysis done

in Section 2.3. The import transaction data contains information about the values and quantities

of Belgian imports at the level of exporting country-product-importer, allowing us to compute unit

prices of these transactions. Using this data, we ask whether import prices that Belgian importers

pay for a good from a country are positively correlated with the share of the imports in the importers’

inputs.

The import transaction data records products at the eight-digit level; hence we first compute the

transaction-level price at the level of exporting country c-product k-Belgian importer i-year t, pk
cit.

We regress this price on the transaction’s share in the importer’s total imports of the product. In

particular, we consider the following input share as the independent variable:

sk,IMP
cit =

pk
citq

k
cit∑

c̃ pk
c̃itq

k
c̃it

.

We add the importer’s overall imports to control for the importers’ size. We also include product

fixed effects at the level of either six-digit or eight-digit and add importer and exporting country-year

fixed effects or year and importer-exporting country fixed effects. We report the results in Table 6.

The table shows that there is a positive relationship between transaction-level import price and the
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transaction’s share in the importer’s purchases from abroad. Belgian importers pay a higher price

to a product imported from the same country if the country accounts for a larger share in their total

imports of the product.

Table 6: Transaction-level prices and input shares (out of total imports)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Input share 0.0398 0.0385 0.0466 0.0457
sk,IMP

cit (0.00529) (0.00530) (0.00519) (0.00522)
N 19489123 19460875 19333088 19304777
Product FE Six-digit Eight-digit Six-digit Eight-digit

Other FE
Importer, Importer, Importer-Exp. country, Importer-Exp. country,

Exp. country-Year Exp. country-Year Year Year
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.666 0.675 0.694 0.702

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the exporting
country level. The regressions exclude outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the price distribution. Controls include
importer firms’ total imports.

We also consider an alternative definition of the transaction’s input share. The above share, sk,IMP
cit ,

computes the share out of the total imports purchased by the Belgian importer. As the importer is also

likely purchasing inputs from other Belgian suppliers, we now consider the transaction’s share in the

importer’s total purchases of the product—including both imports and domestic purchases. To merge

the international transaction dataset with the domestic firm-to-firm transaction data, we aggregate

eight-digit product codes to four-digit NACE codes. The independent variable now becomes:

sv
cit =

pv
citq

v
cit∑

j∈v p jitq jit +
∑

c̃ pv
c̃itq

v
c̃it
,

which captures the share of the import transaction in the importer’s total purchases of goods in sector

v. As above, we add importer’s overall imports to control for the importers’ size and include product

sector fixed effects and add importer and exporting country-year fixed effects or year and importer-

exporting country fixed effects. The results reported in Table 7 show that the positive relationship

between prices and input shares remains robust under this alternative measure of the input share.
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Table 7: Transaction-level prices and input shares (out of all purchases)

(1) (2)
Input share 0.0230 0.0381
sv

cit (0.00616) (0.00599)
N 9645118 9486718
Sector FE Four-digit Four-digit

Other FE
Importer, Importer-Exp. country,

Exp. country-Year Year
Controls Yes Yes
R2 0.587 0.637

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the exporting
country level. The regressions exclude outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the price distribution. Controls include
importer firms’ total imports.

B Appendix on Theoretical Results

B.1 Derivation of Equation (29)

Here we consider an economy in which each firm is constrained to set one price for its good. Firm

j chooses p j to maximize its overall profits, taking into account the effect of p j on its buyer firms’

price indices and quantities of its intermediate goods. Firm j also takes into account the effect of p j

on the final consumption bundle’s price index, P. The firm takes as given its buyer firms’ unit cost

and production quantities. The firm’s problem is as follows:

max
p j

(
p j − c j

)
q j

s.t. q j =
∑
i∈W j

α
σv( j)

ji α
ρ

v( j) p
−σv( j)

j

(
pm

v( j)i

)σv( j)−1 (
pm

v( j)i

)1−ρ
pρmiqmi

+ βσjH p−σj Pσ−1E + p−σj D jF

qmi =ωη
m p−ηmiφ

η−1
i cηi qi.
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Solving the above problem while taking into account that ∂pmi/∂p j , 0, ∂pm
v( j)i/∂p j , 0, and

∂P/∂p j , 0 yields the following price:

p j =
ε j

ε j − 1
c j

ε j =
∑
i∈W j

q ji

q j

(
σv( j)

(
1 − sv( j)

ji

)
+ ρsv( j)

ji

(
1 − sm

v( j)i

)
+ ηsv( j)

ji sm
v( j)i

)
+

q jH

q j

(
σ

(
1 − s jH

)
+ s jH

)
+

q jF

q j
σ

=
∑
i∈W j

p jq ji

p jq j
ε ji +

p jq jH

p jq j
ε jH +

p jq jF

p jq j
σ.

B.2 Banning Price Discrimination Only in Firm-to-Firm Transactions

In this section, we consider an economy in which each firm is constrained to set one price for its sales

to other buyers. Firm j chooses p jB, which is the common price it charges to other firms. It does so

to maximize its profits from its sales to other firms, taking into account the effect of its price on its

buyer firms’ price indices and quantities of its intermediate goods. Denoting firm j’s quantity sold to

other firms by q jB, the firm’s problem can be written as follows:

max
p jB

(
p jB − c j

)
q jB

s.t.q jB =
∑
i∈W j

α
σv( j)

ji α
ρ

v( j) p
−σv( j)

jB

(
pm

v( j)i

)σv( j)−1 (
pm

v( j)i

)1−ρ
pρmiqmi

qmi = ωη
m p−ηmiφ

η−1
i cηi qi.

Solving the above problem while taking into account that ∂pmi/∂p j , 0 and ∂pm
v( j)i/∂p j , 0 yields the

following price:

p jB =
ε jB

ε jB − 1
c j

ε jB =
∑
i∈W j

q ji

q jB

(
σv( j)

(
1 − sv( j)

ji

)
+ ρsv( j)

ji

(
1 − sm

v( j)i

)
+ ηsv( j)

ji sm
v( j)i

)
=

∑
i∈W j

p jBq ji

p jBq jB
ε ji.

C Appendix on Counterfactual Results
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C.1 System of Counterfactual Changes

Here we present the system of equations that pins down changes in the equilibrium variables upon

banning price discrimination.

The total variable inputs observed in the data is denoted by CE
j . Also, denote total input cost of

firm j implied from the model, CT
j , as in equation (26). The difference between the two is denoted

as ξ j = CE
j − CT

j . Consistent with the assumption made when estimating the CES parameters, we

take the error term in equation (27), ε j = ξ j/CE
j , as constants. With this assumption, the changes in

the observed inputs, ĈE
j , are equal to the changes in the model implied inputs, ĈT

j , and also to the

changes in the difference between the two, ξ̂ j. We also denote trade balance as T B and treat them as

fixed.

We follow the steps below to solve for the changes in equilibrium variables.

1. Guess the change in nominal wage, ŵ.

2. Guess the vector of firm-level markups in the counterfactual economy, µ̄ j.

3. With the new firm-level markups, compute the changes in buyer-specific markups, µ̂ ji = µ̄ j/µ ji,

µ̂ jH = µ̄ j/µ jH, and µ̂ jF = µ̄ j/µ jF .

4. Solve for firm-level changes in marginal costs, ĉ j, with

ĉ1−η
i = sliŵ1−η + smi p̂

1−η
mi

p̂1−ρ
mi =

∑
v

sm
vi
(
p̂m

vi
)1−ρ

+ sm
Fi(

p̂m
vi
)1−σv =

∑
j∈Zi, j∈V

sv
jiµ̂

1−σv
ji ĉ1−σv

j .
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5. Compute the changes in the other variables with

ŝv( j)
ji = µ̂

1−σv( j)

ji ĉ1−σv( j)

j

(
p̂m

v( j)i

)σv( j)−1

ŝm
vi =

(
p̂m

vi
)1−ρ p̂ρ−1

mi

ŝmi = p̂1−η
mi ĉη−1

i

ŝli = ŵ1−ηĉη−1
i

ŝ ji = ŝv( j)
ji ŝm

v( j)i ŝmi

P̂ =

∑
j

s jHµ̂
1−σ
jH ĉ1−σ

j


1

1−σ

ŝiH = µ̂1−σ
jH ĉ1−σ

i P̂σ−1

V̂iF = µ̂1−σ
jF ĉ1−σ

i .

6. Solve for ĈT
j from

CT
j ĈT

j =
V jH

µ jHµ̂ jH
ŝ jH Ê +

V jF

µ jF µ̂ jF
V̂ jF +

∑
i

s ji ŝ ji

µ jiµ̂ ji
CT

i ĈT
i

Ê =
1

1 −
∑

j
1
E
µ jH µ̂ jH−1
µ jH µ̂ jH

V jH ŝ jH

×

wL
E

ŵ −
T B
E
−

∑
j ξ jĈT

j

E

+
∑

j

1
E

∑
i

V ji
µ̂ jiµ ji − 1
µ̂ jiµ ji

ŝ jiĈT
i +

µ jF µ̂ jF − 1
µ jF µ̂ jF

V jFV̂ jF


 .

7. Update µ̄ j with equation (29), and iterate from Step 2 until µ̄ j converges.

8. Update ŵ from

ŵ =
1

wL

∑
j

sl jc jq j ŝl jĈT
j ,

and iterate from Step 1 until ŵ converges.

9. Check if trade balance T B remains unchanged.

In implementing the above steps, we have experimented with multiple starting values without finding

any differences in the counterfactual results.
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1 Online Appendix on Data and Empirical Results

1.1 Aggregating VAT-IDs into Firms

The unit of observation in all our datasets is at the VAT-ID level. Using the same procedure as in

Dhyne et al. (2021), we aggregate the VAT-IDs into firms. As mentioned in the main text, we group

all VAT-IDs into firms if they are linked with more than or equal to 50% of ownership or if they share

the same foreign parent firm that holds more than or equal to 50% of their shares. To determine if

the two VAT-IDs share the same foreign parent firm, we use a “fuzzy string matching” method and

compare all possible pairs of the foreign parent firms’ names. In order to correct for misreporting,

we pair two separate VAT-IDs into one firm if the two were paired as one firm in the year before and

the year after.

We then identify one VAT-ID as the “head VAT-ID” for each group of multiple VAT-IDs. This

“head VAT-ID” will work as the identifier of the firm. We also make corrections on which VAT-ID

becomes the “head VAT-ID” of the firm so that the identifiers of the firms become consistent over

time. For the procedure to choose the “head VAT-ID” and the corrections, see Online Appendix C.4

of Dhyne et al. (2021).

When converting the VAT-ID level variables into firm-level variables, we simply sum up the vari-

ables if the variables are numeric. For variables such as total sales and inputs, we correct for double

counting that arises from VAT-ID-to-VAT-ID trade that occurs within firms. For other variables, in-

cluding the firm’s age and sector, we take the values of the firm’s “head VAT-ID”.

1.2 Additional Statistics

In Table 1, we report the sectoral compositions of the variables in Table 1 for the year 2012.

Table 1: Sectoral composition of the selected sample in 2012

Sector Count V.A.
Sales Labor

Imp. Exp.
Total Netw. cost

Agriculture and Mining 2,805 4.37 50.1 12.6 6.01 16.9 10.9
Manufacturing 16,577 55.0 343 66.0 64.7 146 193

Utility and Construction 20,421 25.5 91.7 26.8 25.6 27.8 17.5
Wholesale and Retail 31,117 30.9 256 74.8 45.1 84.1 53.4

Service 27,825 48.5 133 45.2 53.2 17.6 16.9
Toal 98,745 164 874 225 195 292 292

Note: This table shows the sectoral composition of firms selected from the procedure described in Section 2.1. All
numbers except for count are in billions of Euro in current prices. Firms’ value added is from the reported values from
the annual accounts. Agriculture and Mining correspond to NACE two-digit codes 01 to 09, Manufacturing corresponds
to NACE two-digit codes 10 to 33, Utility and Construction correspond to NACE two-digit codes 35 to 43, Wholesale
and Retail corresponds to NACE two-digit codes 45 to 47, and Service corresponds to NACE two-digit codes 49 to 63,
68 to 82, and 94 to 96.
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Table 2 describes the shares of firms’ inputs affected by the re-classification of sales to and pur-

chases from non-selected firms described in Section 2.1. After the sample selection process, we clas-

sify firms’ sales to non-selected firms as sales to domestic final demand, and classify firms’ purchases

from non-elected firms as labor costs.

Table 2: Shares of re-classified sales and purchases in domestic final demand and labor costs

Median Mean Weighted mean
Share of sales to non-selected firms

0.14 0.64 0.24
in sales to domestic final demand

Share of purchases from non-selected firms
0.30 0.35 0.49

in labor cost
Note: The table reports the median, mean, and weighted mean shares of firms’ sales and purchases that are re-classified
to their sales to domestic final demand and to labor cost in the year 2012. In reporting the weighted mean, we use firms’
total sales to domestic final demand and total labor cost as weights.

1.3 Sectoral Market Shares and Input Shares at the Four-Digit Level

Figure 1 displays the distributions of firm-level sectoral market shares and input shares computed

at the four-digit sector level. Compared to Figure 2 firms have larger shares with narrowly defined

sectors, but the difference between sectoral market shares and their input shares remain the same:

Firms generally have larger input shares within their buyers’ inputs than their market shares within

their sectors. As for the correlation between the two shares, the correlation between the log shares in

2012 is 25%, and the correlation between the raw shares is 11%.

Figure 1: Sectoral market shares and input shares within buyers
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Note: The left panel displays the distribution of firm-level log market shares at the four-digit sector level. The right
panel displays the distribution of firm-level log average input shares within buyers, sv( j)

j· , computed at the four-digit
sector level. Both panels are based on the cross-section of firms in 2012.
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1.4 Persistence in Sectoral Market Shares and Input Shares

In this section, we explore the persistence of firms’ sectoral market shares and input shares over

time. We use a balanced sample of firms over the period of 2002-2014. In the top panel of Table

3, we assign firms into three mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive groups based on their

sectoral market shares defined at the two-digit level. One of the groups (Top quintile) consists of

firms whose sectoral market shares are in the top quintile of the sectoral market share distribution in

their two-digit sector. Similarly, we group firms into those with sectoral market shares in the bottom

quintile (Bottom quintile) and the rest of the firms (second to fourth quintile). The panel reports the

probability that a firm in each group stays in the same group or moves to another group from one

year to the next. We conduct a similar exercise for pair-level input shares and report the probabilities

in the bottom panel of Table 3. There we assign firm pairs into three groups based on the supplier’s

input share in the buyer’s purchases. One of the groups (Top quintile) consists of firm pairs in which

the supplier’s input share is in the top quintile among firms that supply the same two-digit good to

the same buyer. We also group firm pairs in which the supplier’s input share is in the bottom quintile

distribution (Bottom quintile), and the rest of the firm pairs (second to fourth quintile).

The results in the top panel show that firms’ sectoral market shares are highly persistent: Firms

that are large within their sectors are likely to be large in the future. The results in the bottom panel

show a similar story for firm pairs. A firm that is among the top suppliers in a buyer is likely to

remain being a top supplier for the buyer in the future.

Table 3: Persistence in sectoral market shares input shares

Sectoral market shares
Top quintile Second to fourth quintile Bottom quintile

Top quintile 0.93 0.06 0.00
Second to fourth quintile 0.02 0.94 0.04

Bottom quintile 0.00 0.11 0.89

Input shares
Top quintile Second to fourth quintile Bottom quintile

Top quintile 0.79 0.21 0.01
Second to fourth quintile 0.02 0.96 0.02

Bottom quintile 0.01 0.34 0.66
Note: The two panels report the one-year Markov matrices among the sets of three mutually exclusive and collectively
exhaustive groups classified according to firms’ sectoral market shares and pair-level input shares. For the sectoral
market shares, for each two-digit sector, we group firms into those in the top quintile distribution of sectoral market
shares (defined at the two-digit level), those in the bottom quintile distribution, and the rest of the firms. For the input
shares, we classify each firm pair into those in which the supplier’s input share is in the top quintile among firms that
supply the same two-digit good to the same buyer, those in which the supplier’s input share is in the bottom quintile
distribution, and the rest of the firm pairs. For both shares, we use a balanced sample of firms and firm pairs from 2002
to 2014.
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1.5 Additional Results on Markups and Input Shares

1.5.1 Alternative Markup Estimates

In the main text, we recover firm-level average markups, µ j, using the equation implied from the static

model with constant returns to scale production function: µ j = Sales j/
(
InputPurchases j + LaborCosts j

)
.

In this section, we consider a measure of firm-level markups following de Loecker and Warzynski

(2012). We report the results of the main specification in Table 4, and find that even under this al-

ternative measure of markups, there is a positive relationship between firm-level markups and input

shares.

Table 4: Firm-level markups and input shares, markups using de Loecker and Warzynski (2012)

de Loecker and Warzynski (2012)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SctrMktShare j,t 0.0467 0.0369 0.0207 0.0193 0.0677 0.0658
(two-digit) (0.0255) (0.0252) (0.0123) (0.0123) (0.0155) (0.0156)

Average input share 0.0215 0.00908 0.00866
sv( j)

j·,t (0.00149) (0.00156) (0.00153)
N 104980 104980 103749 103749 103749 103749
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sector FE Four-digit Four-digit No No No No
Firm FE No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
R2 0.130 0.135 0.733 0.733 0.734 0.735

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit-
year level. The regressions exclude outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the markup distribution. Controls include firms’
number of suppliers, number of buyers, employment, and total assets. The regressions consider firm-level markups from
de Loecker and Warzynski (2012) for manufacturing sector firms as the dependent variable.

To account for additional heterogeneity such as usage in capital inputs, next, we incorporate user

cost of capital in the denominator of markups. We assume that the user cost of capital consists of

the capital depreciation rate and the interest rate. Following Dhyne et al. (2017), we set the yearly

depreciation rate as 8% and set the interest rate as the long-term interest rate in Belgium. We report

the results of our main specification with this alternative measure of markups in Table 5.
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Table 5: Firm-level markups and input shares, markups accounting for capital usage costs

(1) (2) (3)
SctrMktShare j,t 0.0164 0.0147 0.0244
(two-digit) (0.00176) (0.00199) (0.00330)

Average input share 0.0127 0.0111 0.0104
sv( j)

j·,t (0.00115) (0.00112) (0.00111)
N 1061412 1033489 1033489
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Sector FE Four-digit No No
Firm FE No Yes Yes
Controls Yes No Yes
R2 0.0780 0.602 0.603

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit-
year level. The regressions exclude outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the markup distribution. Controls include firms’
number of suppliers, number of buyers, employment, and total assets.

1.5.2 Instrumenting Average Input Shares

To address the issue that in our main specification, both dependent and independent variables have

components of firms’ sales on their numerators, here we consider a specification in which we instru-

ment the average input share, sv( j)
j·,t , with the log total sales from other firms in the same sector that are

supplying to the firm’s buyers. By doing this, we focus only on the variations of firms’ average input

shares originating from the changes in buyers’ purchases from other suppliers. We report the results

in Table 6, which indicate that the positive relationship between markups and average input shares

is robust, even when only considering the variations in the average input shares coming from other

suppliers’ sales.

Table 6: Firm-level markups and input shares, instrumenting sv( j)
j·

(1) (2) (3)
SctrMktShare j,t 0.0151 0.0147 0.0260
(two-digit) (0.00184) (0.00221) (0.00374)

Average input share 0.112 0.0246 0.0207
sv( j)

j·,t (0.0122) (0.00389) (0.00357)
N 1048364 1020437 1020437
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Sector FE Four-digit No No
Firm FE No Yes Yes
Controls Yes No Yes
First stage F stat 349.2 358.8 359.3

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit-
year level. The regressions exclude outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the markup distribution. Controls include firms’
number of suppliers, number of buyers, employment, and total assets.
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1.5.3 Additional Controls

Here we consider specifications alternative to (3) by adding additional controls as independent vari-

ables. The first two columns of Table 7 report results where we focus on columns (2) and (6) of

Table 2 and add firms’ age and average relationship age with buyers as additional controls. The third

and fourth columns of Table 7 report results where we add the sum of buyers’ input purchases of the

same two-digit sector good. The last two columns add the fraction of firms’ sales to final demand and

firms’ sales share in the final demand market as additional controls.

Table 7: Firm-level markups and input shares, additional controls

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
SctrMktShare j,t 0.0184 0.0263 0.0164 0.0262 0.0101 0.0212
(two-digit) (0.00194) (0.00372) (0.00206) (0.00373) (0.00216) (0.00377)

Average input share 0.0265 0.0141 0.0253 0.0146 0.0285 0.0159
sv( j)

j·,t (0.00181) (0.00144) (0.00180) (0.00143) (0.00189) (0.00153)
N 1061724 1033805 1061724 1033805 1061724 1033805
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sector FE Four-digit No Four-digit No Four-digit No
Firm FE No Yes No Yes No Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.0892 0.601 0.0878 0.601 0.0881 0.601

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit-
year level. The regressions exclude outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the markup distribution. Controls include firms’
number of suppliers, number of buyers, employment, and total assets. The first two columns additionally control for
firms’ age and their average relationship age with buyers. The third and fourth columns additionally control for the sum
of buyers’ input purchases of the two-digit sector good. The last two columns additionally control for the fraction of
firms’ sales to final demand and firms’ sales share in the final demand market.

1.5.4 Splitting the Sample of Firms

Here we consider specification (3) with different subsets of firms. Following Halpern and Koren

(2007), we separately consider firms in sectors in which varieties are less substitutable and firms

in sectors in which varieties are more substitutable. To classify sectors, we use the estimated CES

parameters from Section 4. The first three columns in Table 8 report results where the sample of firms

are of sectors that are in the first quartile of σs, which is the substitutability parameter within each

sector. The last three columns report results for firms in sectors that are in the fourth quartile of σs.

The table shows that the coefficients for the sample of firms in sectors that are less substitutable are

larger across specifications.
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Table 8: Firm-level markups and input shares, splitting sample according to substitutability

Low substitutability High substitutability
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

SctrMktShare j,t 0.0453 0.0148 0.0458 0.0106 0.0161 0.0319
(two-digit) (0.00740) (0.00357) (0.00847) (0.00330) (0.00431) (0.00669)

Average input share 0.0350 0.0230 0.0213 0.0154 0.00499 0.00447
sv( j)

j·,t (0.00394) (0.00300) (0.00298) (0.00113) (0.00153) (0.00154)
N 147449 141530 141530 127004 122536 122536
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sector FE Four-digit No No Four-digit No No
Firm FE No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Controls Yes No Yes Yes No Yes
R2 0.0701 0.618 0.620 0.0692 0.589 0.591

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit-
year level. The regressions exclude outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the markup distribution. Controls include firms’
number of suppliers, number of buyers, employment, and total assets.

1.5.5 Alternative Measures of Input Shares

We consider alternative measures of firms’ average input shares. First, we consider specifications in

which both sectoral market shares and average input shares are defined with a narrower definition

of sectors—at the level of four-digit sectors (Table 9). We also report results in which the average

input shares are defined with a broader definition of comparable inputs—firms’ sales share in buyers’

all input purchases (Table 10). In addition, we consider another measure of average input shares by

taking into account firms’ imported inputs (Table 11). Lastly, we show the robustness of the results

by using alternative measures of aggregating pair-level input shares to firm-level average input shares

by taking simple averages across buyers or by taking median shares across buyers (Table 12).
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Table 9: Firm-level markups and input shares, four-digit sectors

(1) (2) (3)
SctrMktShare j,t 0.0139 0.0161 0.0219
(four-digit) (0.00209) (0.00146) (0.00167)

Average input share 0.0309 0.0123 0.0115
sv( j)

j·,t (0.00162) (0.000951) (0.000945)
N 1061724 1033805 1033805
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Sector FE Four-digit No No
Firm FE No Yes Yes
Controls Yes No Yes
R2 0.0861 0.600 0.601

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit-
year level. The regression excludes outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the markup distribution. Controls include firms’
number of suppliers, number of buyers, employment, and total assets. Both sectoral market shares and average input
shares are computed using four-digit sectors.

Table 10: Firm-level markups and input shares, input shares out of total input purchases

(1) (2) (3)
SctrMktShare j,t 0.0188 0.0155 0.0267
(two-digit) (0.00205) (0.00220) (0.00374)

Average input share 0.0165 0.0177 0.0172
sm

j·,t (0.00120) (0.00115) (0.00115)
N 1061724 1033805 1033805
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Sector FE Four-digit No No
Firm FE No Yes Yes
Controls Yes No Yes
R2 0.0854 0.600 0.601

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit-
year level. The regressions exclude outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the markup distribution. Controls include firms’
number of suppliers, number of buyers, employment, and total assets. The average input shares are computed as firms’
sales shares out of buyers’ total purchases of inputs (all purchases from suppliers and imports).
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Table 11: Firm-level markups and input shares, input shares accounting for imports

(1) (2) (3)
SctrMktShare j,t 0.0184 0.0152 0.0264
(two-digit) (0.00202) (0.00220) (0.00374)

Average input share 0.0269 0.0154 0.0146
sv( j)

j·,t (0.00177) (0.00145) (0.00142)
N 1061724 1033805 1033805
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Sector FE Four-digit No No
Firm FE No Yes Yes
Controls Yes No Yes
R2 0.0862 0.600 0.601

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit-
year level. The regressions exclude outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the markup distribution. Controls include firms’
number of suppliers, number of buyers, employment, and total assets. The average input shares are computed as firms’
sales shares out of buyers’ purchases of the same two-digit sector goods, including imports.

Table 12: Firm-level markups and input shares, input shares with simple average or median

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
SctrMktShare j,t 0.0187 0.0150 0.0263 0.0186 0.0149 0.0263
(two-digit) (0.00205) (0.00219) (0.00374) (0.00204) (0.00219) (0.00375)

Input share 0.0144 0.0156 0.0152
sv( j)

j·,t (simple average) (0.00197) (0.00161) (0.00159)

Input share 0.0195 0.0136 0.0130
sv( j)

j·,t (median) (0.00202) (0.00152) (0.00149)
N 1061724 1033805 1033805 1061724 1033805 1033805
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sector FE Four-digit No No Four-digit No No
Firm FE No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Controls Yes No Yes Yes No Yes
R2 0.0849 0.600 0.601 0.0852 0.600 0.601

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit-
year level. The regressions exclude outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the markup distribution. Controls include firms’
number of suppliers, number of buyers, employment, and total assets. The average input shares are computed by taking
simple averages of the pair-level input shares across buyers, or by taking medians.

1.5.6 Second-Degree Average Input Shares

We explore whether the input shares that firms’ buyers have in their buyers are correlated with the

markups firms charge. Similar to the definition of the weighted average input shares to its buyers,
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sv( j)
j· , we compute firm j’s second-degree average input shares, sv( j)

j·· , as

sv( j)
j·· =

∑
i∈W j

InputPurchasesv( j)i∑
k∈W j

InputPurchasesv( j)k
su(i)

i· .

Table 13 shows the results when we add this second-degree average input shares as another control.

While the coefficients on both sectoral market shares and the average input shares are almost un-

changed from those in Table 2, the coefficient on the second-degree average input shares are close to

zero and not significant in the specifications with firm fixed effects.

Table 13: Firm-level markups and input shares, second-degree input shares

(1) (2) (3)
SctrMktShare j,t 0.0180 0.0150 0.0263
(two-digit) (0.00199) (0.00220) (0.00373)

Average input share 0.0245 0.0153 0.0145
sv( j)

j·,t (0.00168) (0.00145) (0.00143)

Second-degree average input share -0.0164 -0.00132 -0.00105
sv( j)

j··,t (0.00148) (0.000769) (0.000751)
N 1061724 1033805 1033805
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Sector FE Four-digit No No
Firm FE No Yes Yes
Controls Yes No Yes
R2 0.0868 0.600 0.601

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. The coefficients are X-standardized. Standard errors are clustered at the two-digit-
year level. The regressions exclude outliers in the top and bottom 1% of the markup distribution. Controls include firms’
number of suppliers, number of buyers, employment, and total assets.

2 Online Appendix on Theoretical Results

2.1 A Partial Equilibrium Model of Price Bargaining in Buyer-Supplier
Relationships

In this section, we provide a partial equilibrium model of price bargaining in firm-to-firm relation-

ships, following the setup in Alviarez et al. (2021). The bargaining outcome of this model nests that

of the model outlined in Section 3, and provides a more general view on the source of the differences

in markups across buyer-supplier relationships. For simplicity, we consider an economy with a single

sector, hence ρ = σv.

We consider a partial equilibrium environment by focusing on the price-setting problem of a pair
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between a buyer (i) and a supplier ( j). The technology of firm i is similar to that of the model in Sec-

tion 3: Firm i imperfectly substitutes across input varieties from suppliers with substitution parameter

ρ, and imperfectly substituted across labor and intermediate inputs with substitution parameter η. In

this partial equilibrium framework, firm i takes as given the demand it faces and also the average

markup it charges on its output, µi.

We let the two firms engage in bilateral negotiations to determine the bilateral price p ji. In this

negotiation, we assume an arbitrary set of firms’ outside options. In particular, we assume that in

the case of a failed negotiation between the two, the total profit of the buyer i decreases to % ji, and

the supplier’s total cost changes to ς ji in addition to the supplier j losing its sales to i. We let these

factors that determine the outside options, % ji and ς ji, vary at the pair-level, so that they can flexibly

capture the value of renegotiating with other firms they already source from or sell to, or the value

of additionally sourcing from or sell to firms that were previously not connected. In determining the

equilibrium, we leverage the Nash-in-Nash solution concept: The price negotiated between the two

firms is the pairwise Nash bargaining solution given that all other pairs reach agreements (Horn and

Wolinsky, 1988). Hence the negotiated price p ji solves:

max
pi j

(
π j

(
p ji

)
− π̃ j(−i)

)1−φ ji
(
πi

(
p ji

)
− π̃i(− j)

)φ ji
,

where the parameter φ ji ∈ (0, 1) captures the exogenous determinants of the two firms’ relative bar-

gaining ability; A higher φ ji denotes higher relative bargaining power of the buyer firm i. The terms

π j

(
p ji

)
and πi

(
p ji

)
are the profits of the two firms if the negotiation succeeds with a realized price p ji.

The terms π̃ j(−i) and π̃i(− j) are the disagreement payoffs. With the assumptions above, one can write

the differences in profits as follows:

π j − π̃ j(−i) =p jiq ji − c jq j + ς ji

πi − π̃i(− j) =πi − % ji.

Solving for the above maximization problem, one can arrive at a bilateral price p ji that is written as a

markup µ ji over the supplier’s marginal cost c j:

p ji = µ jic j =

((
1 − ω ji

) ε ji

ε ji − 1
+ ω ji

1
x ji

(
1 −

ς ji

c jq j

))
c j, (1)

where x ji denotes the quantity output share of firm j that is sold to firm i, x ji = q ji/q j. The

markup term can be described as a weighted sum of two special case markups. The first is the

term ε ji/
(
ε ji − 1

)
, which is the markup when the supplier has all the bargaining power, φ ji → 0. The

demand elasticity ε ji is analogous to equation (20), with ε ji = ρ
(
1 − sm

ji

)
+ ηsm

ji. The second is the

term
(
1 − ς ji

c jq j

)
/x ji, which is the markup when the buyer has all the bargaining power, φ ji → ∞. If the
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technology of supplier j exhibits constant returns to scale and if there are no renegotiations, then the

reduction in firm j’s total cost upon a failed negotiation is proportional to how much firm i accounts

for in firm j’s output. Therefore in this case one can write ς ji =
(
1 − x ji

)
c jq j, and the price that

firm j charges collapses to marginal cost pricing. If the technology of supplier j exhibits decreasing

returns to scale and if there are no renegotiations, then the total cost of the supplier j upon a failed

negotiation relative to the original cost, ς ji/c jq j, would be smaller than what the other buyers account

for in firm j’s output, 1− x ji. In this case, the supplier charges a positive markup which is decreasing

in the buyer share x ji (see Alviarez et al., 2021 for details). Furthermore, beyond the returns to scale

in the technology of supplier j, arbitrary forms of renegotiations done by the supplier j upon a failed

negotiation can be captured by the new total cost term ς ji.

In the general case in which both the buyer and the supplier have bargaining power, the term ω ji

captures the relative bargaining weight of the buyer, with

ω ji =

φ ji

1−φ ji
λ ji

ε ji − 1 +
φ ji

1−φ ji
λ ji

,

where the term λ ji is defined as λ ji = (η − 1) sm
ji/

(
1 − % ji

πi

)
. If the buyer i’s profit does not decrease as

much upon a failed negotiation (high % ji/πi)—perhaps due to the buyer renegotiating with the other

suppliers, then it would result in a larger ω ji, meaning that the buyer j will have a relatively larger

bargaining power over the supplier.

While equation (1) offers a rich interpretation of how firms’ returns to scale technologies and

flexible outside options can affect bilateral prices, one needs detailed information on the bilateral

bargaining power φ ji, bilateral quantity buyer share x ji, and bilateral outside options % ji and ς ji, in

order to conduct quantitative analyses. Therefore in Section 3 we consider a special case of equation

(1), where the supplier has the full bargaining power, φ ji → 0.

2.2 Alternative Market Structures

2.2.1 Cournot Competition

Instead of assuming Bertrand competition, one can alternatively assume that firms engage in Cournot

competition, in which firms set quantity q ji to maximize variable profits. In that case, the demand

elasticity that firm j faces, ε ji, becomes a weighted harmonic mean of the CES parameters σv( j), ρ,
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and η:

p ji =
ε ji

ε ji − 1
c j (2)

ε−1
ji =

1
σv( j)

(
1 − sv( j)

ji

)
+

1
ρ

sv( j)
ji

(
1 − sm

v( j)i

)
+

1
η

sv( j)
ji sm

v( j)i.

Similarly, the markup firm j charges on its sales to domestic final demand becomes:

p jH =
ε jH

ε jH − 1
c j (3)

ε−1
jH =

1
σ

(
1 − s jH

)
+ s jH.

2.2.2 Fixed Demand Shifters of Buyers

We consider a case in which firm j takes into account the effect of its price p ji on the buyer firm i’s

unit cost and output, ci and qi. Firm j takes as given the demand shifters that firm i faces, together

with the markup firm i charges. Output of firm i can be written as

qi =
∑
k∈Wi

µ−εik
ik c−εik

i Dik + µ−εiH
iH c−εiH

i DiH + IiFµ
−σ
iF c−σi DiF , (4)

where we have the demand elasticity firm i faces when selling to firm k, εik, defined in equation (20),

and the demand elasticity firm i faces when selling to domestic final demand, εiH, defined in equation

(16). As defined in these equations, these demand elasticities are also equilibrium constructs, but we

assume that firm j takes these as given when solving the maximization problem (18) in addition to

the demand shifters Dik, DiH, and DiF . Solving (18) under these assumptions yields the following

pricing equation:

p ji =
ε ji

ε ji − 1
c j

ε ji = σv( j)

(
1 − sv( j)

ji

)
+ ρsv( j)

ji

(
1 − sm

v( j)i

)
+ sv( j)

ji sm
v( j)i

(1 − smi) η + smi

∑
k∈Wi

sq
ikεik + sq

iHεiH + sq
iFσ


 .

(5)

The terms sq
ik, sq

iH, and sq
iF are the quantity output share of firm i’s goods that are sold to firm k, to

domestic final demand, and to foreign demand. This equation implies that firm j needs to know the

quantity output shares of its buyers to charge an optimal price.
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2.2.3 Constant Demand Elasticity for Buyers’ Goods

We consider another case in which firm j takes into account the effect of its price p ji on the buyer

firm i’s unit cost and output, ci and qi. Here firm j does not know the output compositions of its buyer

i, but assumes that i is facing a single demand elasticity of θ. In this case qi can be written as

qi = µ−θi c−θi Di, (6)

where firm j takes as given the average markup that firm i charges, µi, and the average demand shifter

firm i faces, Di. Solving (18) under these assumptions yields the following pricing equation:

p ji =
ε ji

ε ji − 1
c j

ε ji = σv( j)

(
1 − sv( j)

ji

)
+ ρsv( j)

ji

(
1 − sm

v( j)i

)
+ sv( j)

ji sm
v( j)i ((1 − smi) η + smiθ) . (7)

Notice that if we additionally assume that θ = η, the above equation collapses to equation (19).

3 Online Appendix on Estimation Results

3.1 Firm-to-Firm Markups vs. Markups on Sales to Final Demand

In this section, we discuss the differences in the levels of markups that firms charge to other firms and

the markups that firms charge to final demand. We first consider the observed firm-level markups—

measured as the ratio of firms’ total sales over input costs. We compare these firm-level markups for

two different sets of firms: One consisting of firms that primarily sell to other firms and the other

consisting of firms that primarily sell to final demand. We plot in the left panel of Figure 2 the

distributions of firms’ markups across the two different groups. The gray bars represent the markup

distribution for firms whose more than 95% of sales are sold to domestic final demand or exported.

The white bars represent the same distribution, but for firms whose more than 95% of sales are sold

to other firms. We find that the two markup distributions largely overlap with each other, with the

medians of both distributions being around 1.30, suggesting that firms on average charge similar

markups to other firms and to final demand. In the right panel of Figure 2, we focus on a narrower

set of firms. The gray bars now represent the markup distribution for firms whose more than 95%

of sales are sold to domestic final demand or exported, and at the same time, whose average input

shares—as measured by sv( j)
j· —are above its 95th percentile. The white bars are identical to those on

the left panel. We find that the markups of firms that have high input shares are generally higher than

those of firms that primarily sell to final demand, with the median being around 1.36.
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Figure 2: Distribution of firm-level markups

(a) Firms selling to final demand vs. firms selling to
other firms

(b) Firms selling to final demand vs. firms with high
average input shares

Note: Both panels display the firm-level markup distributions for different sets of firms. The gray bars on the left panel
show the distribution for firms with r jH + r jF ≥ 0.95. The gray bars on the right panel show the distribution for firms
with r jH + r jF ≥ 0.95, and with sv( j)

j· larger than its 95th percentile. The white bars on both panels show the distribution
for firms with r jH + r jF ≤ 0.05.

We then take the estimates from Table 3 and the observed shares to construct firms’ markups. For

each firm pair we compute the associated markup, µ ji, and the markup the supplier firm j is charging

to its sales to domestic final demand, µ jH. We plot the differences in the two markups in Figure 3.

We find that the distribution largely centers around 0, with the median firm pair charging a slightly

higher markup (0.2% higher) than what the supplier charges to domestic final demand. Moreover, we

also find that the differences in the two markups, µ ji − µ jH, are larger for firm pairs with larger input

shares, sv( j)
ji . The correlation coefficient between the two is 0.31.

Figure 3: Distribution of the difference between pair-level markups and markups on final demand
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Note: The figure displays the distribution of the difference between markups for each buyer-supplier pair, µ ji, and
markups on the suppliers’ sales to domestic final demand, µ jH . The spike seen in the figure consists of firm pairs which
suppliers are in the wholesale and retail sector (the largest two-digit sector in terms of the number of firms).
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Taken together, we find that firms with large input shares generally charge higher markups than

the rest of the firms that primarily sell to other firms, and these high markups that they charge tend to

be higher than those charged by firms that primarily sell to final demand.

3.2 Cournot Competition

As derived in Online Appendix 2.2, when assuming Cournot competition in firm-to-firm trade, equa-

tion (20) becomes

ε ji =

(
1

σv( j)

(
1 − sv( j)

ji

)
+

1
ρ

sv( j)
ji

(
1 − sm

v( j)i

)
+

1
η

sv( j)
ji sm

v( j)i

)−1

,

and equation (16) becomes

εiH =

(
1
σ

(1 − siH) + siH

)−1

.

We follow the same procedure described in Section 4 and obtain the estimates shown in Table 14.
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Table 14: Estimated CES parameters under Cournot competition

(a) η, ρ, and σ

η ρ σ
(Labor and goods) (Sectoral goods and imports in production) (Firms’ goods in consumption)

Estimate 1.71 2.52 2.98
s.e. 0.09 0.12 0.03

(b) Sectoral estimates of σv

Description of sector Estimate s.e.
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing 2.75 0.12

Mining and quarrying 2.90 0.17
Manufacture of food products, beverages, and tobacco products 4.10 0.14
Manufacture of textiles, apparel, leather, and related products 2.38 0.11

Manufacture of wood and paper products, and printing 3.05 0.13
Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products, chemicals, and chemical products 2.80 0.13

Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemical, and botanical products 8.79 0.16
Manufacture of rubber and plastics products, and other non-metallic mineral products 3.98 0.14

Manufacture of basic metals and fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 3.12 0.13
Manufacture of computer, electronic, and optical products 4.70 0.15

Manufacture of electrical equipment 4.75 0.16
Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 3.14 0.14

Manufacture of transport equipment 4.82 0.30
Other manufacturing, and repair and installation of machinery and equipment 2.86 0.12

Electricity, gas, steam and air-conditioning supply 2.76 0.22
Water supply, sewerage, waste management, and remediation 2.89 0.12

Construction 3.73 0.14
Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 2.92 0.13

Transportation and storage 3.41 0.14
Accommodation and food service activities 5.72 0.16

Publishing, audiovisual and broadcasting activities 2.84 0.12
Telecommunications 2.87 0.12

IT and other information services 2.48 0.11
Real estate activities 2.31 0.11

Legal, accounting, management, architecture, engineering, technical testing, and analysis activities 1.89 0.09
Scientific research and development 7.60 0.34

Other professional, scientific and technical activities 2.91 0.12
Administrative and support service activities 2.79 0.12

Other services 2.45 0.11

Note: Standard errors are based on 25 bootstrap samples drawn with replacements. The samples are drawn at the
firm-level for each sector.

3.3 Accounting for Capital Usage Costs

In the model, total input ciqi is an aggregate of labor costs and goods purchases. Here we account for

capital inputs by interpreting labor as the composite input of labor and capital. As we do not directly
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observe capital rental costs for each firm, we take two alternate approaches.

First, we assume that firms have common labor shares and uniformly scale up labor costs. We

use the aggregate labor share of 0.55 that we compute as the total labor cost divided by the total

value-added. Second, we assume that the user cost of capital consists of the capital depreciation rate

and the interest rate. Following Dhyne et al. (2017), we set the yearly depreciation rate as 8% and set

the interest rate as the long-term interest rate in Belgium. We compute the capital rental costs using

fixed tangible assets reported in the annual accounts. We report the estimation results in Table 15.

In both two cases, the estimates of most parameters are larger than those without taking into account

capital inputs. Inflating firms’ labor costs by adding capital usage costs leads to smaller firm-level

markups, and these lower accounting markups are accommodated by the larger CES parameters.
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Table 15: Estimated CES parameters accounting for capital

(a) η, ρ, and σ

η ρ σ
(Labor and goods) (Sectoral goods and imports in production) (Firms’ goods in consumption)

Common labor share 2.03 4.90 5.83
Annual accounts 1.78 2.81 3.21

(b) Sectoral estimates of σv

Description of sector
Common Annual

labor share accounts
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing 4.83 3.45

Mining and quarrying 4.14 3.29
Manufacture of food products, beverages, and tobacco products 7.61 4.36
Manufacture of textiles, apparel, leather, and related products 3.91 2.48

Manufacture of wood and paper products, and printing 7.26 3.27
Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products, chemicals, and chemical products 4.41 2.73

Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, medicinal chemical, and botanical products 11.71 10.72
Manufacture of rubber and plastics products, and other non-metallic mineral products 11.11 4.13

Manufacture of basic metals and fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 7.63 3.50
Manufacture of computer, electronic, and optical products 4.77 4.09

Manufacture of electrical equipment 7.07 3.87
Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 7.05 3.05

Manufacture of transport equipment 6.77 4.41
Other manufacturing, and repair and installation of machinery and equipment 4.71 3.15

Electricity, gas, steam and air-conditioning supply 6.85 3.10
Water supply, sewerage, waste management, and remediation 4.64 3.09

Construction 11.91 4.00
Wholesale and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 4.74 2.85

Transportation and storage 8.44 3.83
Accommodation and food service activities 12.71 4.82

Publishing, audiovisual and broadcasting activities 6.21 2.95
Telecommunications 3.24 2.49

IT and other information services 4.06 2.57
Real estate activities 4.85 2.40

Legal, accounting, management, architecture, engineering, technical testing, and analysis activities 3.41 1.99
Scientific research and development 9.42 8.46

Other professional, scientific and technical activities 7.37 3.10
Administrative and support service activities 5.03 3.12

Other services 13.99 2.04

4 Online Appendix on Counterfactual Results
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4.1 Distributions of Pair-Level Input Shares

We plot in Figure 4 the distributions of log input shares (log sv( j)
ji ). We split the sample of firm pairs

into two based on whether their markups increased or not upon banning price discrimination. The

figure reveals that increases in markups occur among firm pairs in which suppliers have smaller input

shares among their buyers. The median input share for firm pair with increased markups is 0.01. In

contrast, the median input share for firm pairs with decreased markup is 0.35.

Figure 4: Distribution of log input shares

Note: The figure displays the distributions log input shares for buyer-supplier pairs in which markups increased (gray)
and for buyer-supplier pairs in which markups decreased (white).

4.2 The Welfare Effects of Price Discrimination

In this section, we discuss the welfare effects of a firm charging different prices to different buyers.

We consider firm j selling to two different firms, i and k, with markups µ ji and µ jk. We assume

that firm j charges a higher markup to i, µ ji > µ jk. We consider the welfare implications of firm j

equalizing its markups to µ j. In doing so, we largely follow Baqaee and Farhi (2020) and assume

that labor is the only factor of production.1 We depict firm j selling to the two firms on the left of

Figure 5. On the right of the figure, we consider the same form of price discrimination by adding

two intermediary firms, j
′

and j
′′

. Firm j
′

and j
′′

both purchase goods from firm j and they pass firm

j’s goods on to firms i and k. Firm j sells to the two intermediaries with a common markup of µ j,

and firm j
′

sells to firm i with markup µ j′ (> 1) while firm j
′′

sells to firm k with markup µ j′′ (< 1).

Adding these two firms enables us to use the framework of Baqaee and Farhi (2020) as all the firms

1Following Baqaee and Farhi (2020), in the notation, we treat labor as one of the firms that use no inputs. While
there are several differences between the setup of the model in this paper and their setup, such as setting up an open
economy versus a closed economy, their framework provides an intuitive illustration of the mechanisms on how changes
in markups affect aggregate welfare.
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on the right of the figure charge “firm-level” markups. The shock we consider is the elimination of

the markups that these two additional firms charge, with µ j′ decreasing to 1 (d log µ j′ < 0) and µ j′′

increasing to 1 (d log µ j′” > 0).

Figure 5: Price discrimination with additional firms
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Applying Theorem 1 of Baqaee and Farhi (2020), the aggregate welfare change in response to the

markup changes can be written as follows:

d log U = −λ̃ j′d log µ j′ − λ̃ j′′d log µ j′′ − d log ΛL. (8)

The first two terms in equation (8) capture the welfare impacts from the direct changes in the factor

shares. The terms λ̃ j′ and λ̃ j′′ represent the cost-based Domar weights of firms j
′

and j
′′

.2 From our

setup in Figure 5 we can re-write λ̃ j′ as follows:3

λ̃ j′ = s j′H︸︷︷︸
0

+s j′ iλ̃i

= s jiλ̃i. (9)

Similarly, the cost-based Domar weight of firm j
′′

can be written as follows:

λ̃ j′′ = s jkλ̃k. (10)

Intuitively, the direct impacts of markup changes depend on two things: (i) How important the buyer

firms (firms i and k) are as suppliers in the overall economy (as captured in λ̃i and λ̃k), and (ii) how

important firm j’s goods are to the two buyer firms (as captured in s ji and s jk).

The third term in equation (8) captures the overall impact of the reallocation of resources among

firms, where ΛL represents the revenue-based Domar weight of the factor input. Following the dis-

cussion done in Section IV of Baqaee and Farhi (2020), the effect of the change in markup µ j′ on ΛL

2See Baqaee and Farhi (2020) for the exact definition.
3In their notation, s j′H corresponds to b j′ and s j′ i corresponds to Ω̃i j′ in Baqaee and Farhi (2020).
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can be written as follows, with analogous expression for the effect of the change in markup µ j′′ :

d log ΛL

d log µ j′
= −

∑
n

λn

µn
(θn − 1) Cov(n)

(
Ψ̃( j′),

Ψ(L)

ΛL

)
− λ j′

Ψ j′L

ΛL
. (11)

The term θn represents the CES substitutability parameter of firm n.4 The covariance operator

Cov(n) (·, ·) computes the covariance between the two inputs using the vector of input shares of firm

n, s·n, as the distribution. The term Ψ̃( j′) is the j
′

-th column of Ψ̃, which is the cost-based Leontief

inverse matrix. Hence the i-th element of Ψ̃( j′) captures the overall exposure of firm i’s cost to firm

j
′

. The term Ψ(L) is the vector of firms’ overall payment to labor inputs as a share of their revenue,

extracting the column associated with labor inputs from the revenue-based Leontief inverse matrix

Ψ. Dividing this with ΛL, a low value of the i-th element of Ψ(L)/ΛL means that the supply chain

that leads to firm i’s inputs involve higher markups than the economy’s average. Given a reduction in

the markup µ j′ , all firms costs get reduced according to Ψ̃( j′). For each firm n, inputs are substituted

towards firms which experience larger relative price declines. If the term Cov(n)

(
Ψ̃( j′),Ψ(L)/ΛL

)
is

negative, then such firms that n substitutes towards are also ones that face higher markups upstream.

Hence firm n’s substitution towards them depresses the labor share ΛL more. The effects of each of

these firms are aggregated up using firm-level weights of λn/µn, where λn is the revenue-based Domar

weight of firm n.

The effect so far is equivalent to firm j
′

receiving a positive productivity shock. The second term

of equation (11) captures an additional effect, where the reduction in the markup of firm j
′

increases

the labor share due to the direct reallocation of resources towards the firm.

4.3 Distributions of ĉ j, q̂ j, and p̂ jq j when Banning Price Discrimination
Across All Buyers

Figure 6 displays the distributions of log changes in firm-level unit costs, output quantities, and sales

when each firm is constrained to set one price for its good regardless of the buyer.

4Note that we follow Baqaee and Farhi (2020) and accommodate nests in the CES structure by implicitly expanding
the producer set. Every CES aggregator is treated as a different producer. We do not write down the vector of θ, but all
elements are larger than 1.
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Figure 6: Changes in firm-level variables, when firms set common prices across all buyers

(a) Changes in unit costs
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(b) Changes in output quantities
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(c) Changes in sales
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Note: The top left panel displays the distribution of the log changes in firm-level unit costs, log ĉ j. The top right panel
displays the distribution of the log changes in firm-level output quantities, log q̂ j. The bottom panel displays the
distribution of the log changes in firm-level sales, log p̂ jq j.

4.4 Distributions of µ̂ ji, ĉ j, q̂ j, and p̂ jq j when Banning Price Discrimination in
Firm-to-Firm Trade

Figure 7 displays the distributions of changes in pair-level markups, log changes firm-level unit costs,

output quantities, and sales when each firm is constrained to set a common price when selling to other

firms.
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Figure 7: Changes in firm-level variables, when firms set common prices across buyer firms

(a) Distribution of markup changes upon banning price
discrimination in firm-to-firm trade
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(b) Changes in unit costs
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(c) Changes in output quantities
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(d) Changes in sales
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Note: The top left panel displays the distribution of the changes in pair-level markups, µ̂ ji. The panel shows that around
77% of buyer-supplier pairs see their markups increase. The top right panel displays the distribution of the log changes
in firm-level unit costs, log ĉ j. The bottom left panel displays the distribution of the log changes in firm-level output
quantities, log q̂ j. The bottom right panel displays the distribution of the log changes in firm-level sales, log p̂ jq j.

4.5 Changes in Aggregate Variables Under Alternative Treatment of ε j

In Table 16, we report the changes in the aggregate variables under different approaches in treating

the differences between firms’ observed input costs, CE
j , and model implied input costs, CT

j . The

baseline numbers in columns (1) and (4) are computed by taking the error term in equation (27), ε j,

as constant numbers. Columns (2) and (5) report numbers in which we take the differences of the

input costs, ξ j = CE
j − CT

j , as constant numbers. Columns (3) and (6) report numbers where we first

eliminate the input cost differences before analyzing the effects of markup equalizations.
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Table 16: Changes in aggregate variables

Equalize markups across all buyers Equalize markups to other firms
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Baseline
Fix ξ j Eliminate ε j

Baseline
Fix ξ j Eliminate ε j(fix ε j) (fix ε j)

Agg. welfare Û = Ê/P̂ 1.056 1.067 1.058 1.015 1.013 1.010
Real wage ŵ/P̂ 1.025 1.029 1.029 1.006 1.006 1.004

Agg. income Ê 1.043 1.053 1.042 1.010 1.008 1.005
Agg. profit Π̂ 1.052 1.053 1.054 1.010 1.008 1.008

Note: The table reports the changes in aggregate variables when firms equalize their markups across all buyers or when
firms equalize their markups charged on their sales to other firms. For each case we report the results under the baseline
case where we fix ε j, the case where we fix ξ j, and the case where we first eliminate ε j before conducting the
counterfactual analysis.

4.6 Upstreamness and Changes in Pair-Level Markups

We investigate whether upstream firm pairs are more or less likely to see their markups reduced. To

do so, for each firm, we compute the upstreamness measure as in Antràs et al. (2012), and correlate

them with the change in markups, µ̂i j. The left panel of Figure 8 plots the upstreamness measures

of suppliers with the changes in markups, and the right panel plots the upstreamness measures of

buyers with the changes in markups. The two sets of measures are not correlated with each other:

The correlation of the changes in markups with the suppliers’ upstreamness measure is -0.03, and the

correlation with the buyers’ upstreamness measure is 0.002.

Figure 8: Upstreamness and change in markups

(a) Upstreamness of supplier and µ̂ ji (b) Upstreamness of buyer and µ̂ ji

Note: The left panel displays the scatter plot of upstreamness measure of the supplier against the change in markup, for
each buyer-supplier pair. The right panel displays the scatter plot of upstreamness measure of the buyer against the
change in markup, for each buyer-supplier pair.
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4.7 Changes in Aggregate Variables Under Alternative Estimates

We report in Table 17 the counterfactual results analogous to those reported in Tables 4 and 5, but

are under different assumptions. The first three columns report the results when firms are banned

from price discrimination across all buyers, and the last three columns report the results when firms

are banned from price discrimination in firm-to-firm trade. Columns (1) and (4) assume Cournot

competition (Online Appendix 3.2). Columns (2) and (5) account for capital usage costs by uniformly

scaling up labor costs, and columns (3) and (6) account for capital usage costs using information from

firms’ annual account filings (Online Appendix 3.3). Across the specifications, the welfare increases

range from around 5% to 8% when banning price discrimination across all buyers and range from

around 1.2% to 1.8% when banning price discrimination across buyer firms.

Table 17: Aggregate changes upon banning price discrimination

Equalize markups across all buyers Equalize markups to other firms
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Cournot
Common Annual

Cournot
Common Annual

labor share accounts labor share accounts
Agg. welfare Û = Ê/P̂ 1.075 1.052 1.058 1.018 1.021 1.012

Real wage ŵ/P̂ 1.035 1.015 1.026 1.007 1.007 1.004
Agg. income Ê 1.051 1.043 1.044 1.012 1.014 1.008
Agg. profit Π̂ 1.061 1.085 1.056 1.011 1.022 1.008

Note: The table reports the changes in aggregate variables when firms equalize their markups across all buyers or when
firms equalize their markups charged on their sales to other firms. For each case, we report the results using estimates of
the CES elasticities when assuming Cournot competition, when accounting for capital inputs by assuming a common
labor share, and when accounting for capital inputs by using information from the annual accounts.

4.8 Distribution of Final Demand Revenue Share

Figure 9 displays the distribution of firms’ revenue shares that come from their sales to final demand.

Final demand sales include firms’ sales to domestic final demand and exports. The median firm sells

around 83% of its output to final demand, highlighting the small share firm-to-firm trade accounts for

in most firms’ sales (consistent with the findings from Dhyne et al., 2021).
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Figure 9: Distribution of the share of firms’ sales coming from their sales to final demand
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Note: The figure displays the distribution of the share of firms’ sales coming from their sales to final demand (domestic
final demand and exports). r jH is defined as the firm’s share of sales from domestic final demand and r jF is the firm’s
share of sales from exports.
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